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Our understanding of the developmental processes that lead from a zygote to a multicellular 
embryo with patterned axes has increased enormously over the past hundred years. 
Researchers started to use the accessable embryos of sea urchins, frogs and salamanders to 
investigate this problem during the early part of the last century. Their findings revealed 
that cell movements massively reorganize the embryo during gastrulation, at the time when 
the embryonic axis is being formed (Vogt, 1925; Vogt, 1929). More exciting yet was that 
their grafting experiments also revealed that certain embryonic tissues influence other parts 
of the embryo (Mangold, 1933; Spemann and Mangold, 1924). These grafting experiments 
led to the concept of the axis-inducing Spemann organiser. Many details are now known 
about the behaviour of cells during gastrulation (Keller, 2005). At the molecular level, our 
understanding of patterning processes in the embryo has increased exponentially. Several of 
the different signaling pathways that were discovered have been shown to be involved in 
specifying the embryo’s body plan, for example, its anterior-posterior axis. Ideas about how 
embryos pattern their anterior-posterior (A-P) axis have been put forward (Doniach et al., 
1992; Nieuwkoop, 1952; Ruiz I Altaba, 1992). However, a model that explains the 
emergence of an A-P pattern and incorporates all the processes, like cell movements and 
active signalling pathways, that are active in the embryo during gastrulation is still lacking. 
This thesis is an attempt to formulate such a model. 
The Spemann organiser 
The dorsal blastopore lip of the gastrula stage in amphibian embryos is called the Spemann 
organiser. It is capable of recruiting cells that do not normally participate in making a 
dorsal anterior-posterior (A-P) axis, into such an axis (Spemann and Mangold, 1924). 
Similar structures with similar properties were later found in other model species (shield in 
fish, and (Hensen’s) node in chicken and mouse). The organiser has several functions. It is 
involved in changing the fate of part of the embryo’s ectoderm from epidermal to neural. It 
is also involved in regulating cell movements, causing cells to start involute earlier on the 
dorsal side then on the ventral side of the gastrula. In addition to that, it also induces 
convergence and extension movements that elongate the anterior to posterior body axis. 
Later self differentation of organiser cells will give rise to head mesoderm, notochord, and 
pharyngeal endoderm (for a review see (Harland and Gerhart, 1997). In an early model for 
A-P patterning, the organiser was thought to contain, and induce in other tissues, different 
anterior to posterior identities (Eyal-Giladi, 1954; Mangold, 1933). Gradients of secreted 
molecules, like FGF’s Wnt’s and retinoic aid, that act in a planar way along the AP axis 
have also been postulated to have a role  in AP patterning (Cox and Hemmati-Brivanlou, 
1995; Durston et al., 1989; Kiecker and Niehrs, 2001; Lamb and Harland, 1995). The 
prevalent assumption was that these molecules are secreted by the organizer and diffuse in 
a planar fashion through the embryo’s neurectoderm. See below. 
Activation transformation 
A refinement of the model above is the activation transformation model formulated by 
Pieter Nieuwkoop and collegues (Nieuwkoop, 1952; Nieuwkoop and van Nigtevecht, 
1954). This model proposed that neuralising signals from gastrula mesoderm induce 
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embryonic ectoderm to form neural tissue, which initially has, by default, an anterior 
identity (activation). In a subsequent step, this anterior neural tissue is posteriorised 
(transformation). Anterior to posterior morphogen gradients are a possible candidate 
responsible for the transformation step (Cox and Hemmati-Brivanlou, 1995; Durston et al., 
1989; Kiecker and Niehrs, 2001; Lamb and Harland, 1995). Cells sense their position in 
these gradients and respond by taking on a more posterior identity according to the 
concentration of the posteriorising morphogen that they experience.. 
An alternative way to posteriorise the neural tissue is by position specific vertical signalling 
from the underlying mesoderm. Mangold showed that dorsal mesodermal grafts from 
different positions (and with different A-P identities) along the A-P axis of a newt embryo 
induced corresponding identities in neural tissue induced from ventral (non neural) 
ectoderm derived from the host. (Mangold, 1933). Xenopus embryos in which the contact 
between mesoderm and ectoderm is inhibited by exogastrulation show only very posterior 
AP identities in their neurectoderm (Ruiz I Altaba, 1992) suggesting strongly that vertical 
signalling plays a role in AP patterning of the neural plate. 
Hox genes 
In 1978 Lewis showed that several mutations that caused homeotic transformations in 
Drosopila melanogaster lay close together in a gene complex (Lewis, 1978). This marked 
the starting point for the discovery of the Hox genes and their role in pattern formation (for 
review see (McGinnis and Krumlauf, 1992)). The Hox genes are transcription factors that 
determine the A-P positional fates of the cells in which they are expressed. More anteriorly 
expressed Hox genes give rise to more anterior structures. The cascades by which Hox 
genes exert their functions are largely unknown. Only recently, with the aid of 
transcriptome analysis, are more Hox target genes becoming known (Hueber et al., 2007; 
Rohrschneider et al., 2007); Van den Akker, in press; chapter 5 of this thesis).  
In vertebrate species, Hox genes lie in an ordered fashion on chromosomes, in 
chromosomal clusters. The number of Hox clusters has, due to genome dublications during 
evolution, increased from one in invertebrates to four in vertebrates, and due to a extra 
duplication, to eight in teleost fish (Hoegg and Meyer, 2005). The position of each gene in 
a hox cluster determines the timing of its start of expression and its anterior border of 
expression along the a-p axis (temporal and spatial colineairity). Hox genes that lie 3’ in a 
cluster start their expression early and end up by being expressed in an anterior position in 
the embryo while 5’ genes start their expression later and have a posterior expression 
domain. Temporal and spatial colineairity are tightly linked and a mechanism by which the 
temporally colinear Hox sequence is translated into a spatial anterior-posterior sequence is 
described in this thesis. The temporal Hox sequence is the force generating new and more 
posterior identities in the part of the mesoderm that still has to be patterned, and it is 
therefore an important force that drives A-P patterning. How temporal colinearity is 
achieved is unclear, but it seems to involve global control regions (enhancers) outside of the 
Hox clusters (Kmita et al., 2002). Sequential opening of the chromatin of the clusters is also 
suspected to be a part of the mechanism of temporal colineairity (Kmita and Duboule, 
2003). 
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A model for A-P patterning 
In chapter 2, our description of the earliest expression of Hox genes in Xenopus laevis 
embryos emphasized the importance of a subdivision of the gastrula mesoderm into (dorsal) 
organiser and (ventral) non-organiser mesoderm. Hox genes start their expression in the 
gastrula’s non-organiser mesoderm. Organiser mesoderm is void of Hox gene expression. 
We analyzed hox gene expression in embryos without organisers or without non organizer 
mesoderm and in heterochronic organiser transplant experiments into ventralised embryos, 
containing  only non organizer mesoderm, These experiments showed that the A-P pattern 
is generated in the non-organiser mesoderm, and by interaction between the non-organiser 
mesoderm, and the Spemann organizer, becomes stabilised in the neurectoderm. These 
findings led to a model: the time-space translation model.  
In this model A-P identities are generated in the non-organiser mesoderm. When 
mesodermal cells involute, and by convergence extention movements are dorsalised, this 
identity appears also in the neurectodermal cells directly above these mesodermal cells. For 
this step the Spemann organiser is an indispensible component.  
Manipulated embryos are also capable of forming an A-P axis, when no Spemann organiser 
is present (Ang and Rossant, 1994; Ober and Schulte-Merker, 1999). In all of these 
experiments, the embryos still had neural tissue, implying that neural induction is a 
important function of the Spemann organiser. See below 
The role of the Spemann organiser 
In chapter 3, we further studied the facilitating role of the Spemann organiser by using 
embryos without an organiser and bringing back a single organiser function. We showed 
that the only requirement from the organiser for it to be able to play its part in generating an 
A-P pattern is that it mediates neural induction. Embryos that contain only non-organiser 
mesoderm could pattern their ectoderm if this was given a neural fate by injection of a 
BMP inhibitor combined with FGF, resulting in a radially symmetric A-P patterned 
embryo. This clarifies one aspect of the time-space translator model. The facilitating role of 
the Spemann organiser is to induce neurectoderrm that can subsequently be patterned by 
signals from the non-organiser mesoderm.  
The role of active retinoids 
The time-space translator model depends on vertical signalling to transfer positional 
information from the non organizer mesoderm to the neurectoderm. This mesoderm is 
known to secrete several molecules that might act as signalling molecules. Several Wnt 
ligands, including Wnt-8, and Wnt 3a ,are expressed in the non-organiser mesoderm. BMP 
is also secreted by this tissue. Another molecule secreted by the non-organiser mesoderm is 
an active form of vitamin A (active retinoid). 
The teratogenic effects of active retinoids have been known for a long time. Gain of 
function experiments showed severe phenotypes (Durston et al., 1989). However the 
precise role of retinoids in A-P pattern formation became clearer only recently. Loss of 
function mutants in mouse and zebrafish showed a small defect in the hindbrain. In chapter 
4 we describe loss of retinoid function in the frog, obtained using a synthetic high affinity 
antagonist hat blocks all RAR retinoid receptors without activating them. We show that this 
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reagent blocks expression of certain (the more anterior) hox genes in neurectoderm from 
the end of gastrulation. It does not block early mesodermal hox gene expression in the 
gastrula. We also showed that specifically blocking retinoid function in the mesoderm 
blocks neurectodermal hox gene expression. These findings indicate that retinoids are 
involved in the signalling from non-organiser mesoderm to neurectoderm, and can thus 
play a role in the time-space tranlator model by signalling, or facilitating signalling of A-P 
identities from mesoderm to neurectoderm. 
How do the hox genes function? 
Patterning of the A-P axis consists initially of the establishment of A-P identities which can 
be defined by the expression of Hox genes. The regulation of genes by Hox proteins will in 
the end lead to development of different body parts. The question of how Hox genes exert 
their functions is thus of extreme interest. High throughput analysis has recently enabled 
progress in investigating this question. Hox targets were identified in zebrafish after Hoxb1 
expression (Rohrschneider et al., 2007); Van den Akker, in press) and Drosophila after 
overexpression of six Hox genes (Hueber 2007). In chapter 5, we investigated how a Hox 
gene exerts its function by using microarrays to identfy  transcriptional targets after its 
overexpression. To have an indication of which targets are evolutionarily conserved we 
performed Antp/Hoxc-6 gain of function experiments in Drosophila melanogaster and 
Xenopus laevis. We identified a limited number of early conserved upregulated functions, 
amongst which are cell cyle control, cell movement control, ubiquitin pathway, and 
GTPase mediated signalling, and in general a downregulation of genes expressed in the 
head territory.  
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We report a novel developmental mechanism. Anterior-posterior positional information for 
the vertebrate trunk is generated by sequential interactions between a timer in the early non-
organizer mesoderm and the organizer. The timer is characterised by temporally colinear 
activation of a series of Hox genes in the early ventral and lateral mesoderm (i.e. the non-
organizer mesoderm) of the Xenopus gastrula. This early Hox gene expression is transient, 
unless it is stabilised by signals from the Spemann organizer. The non-organizer mesoderm 
and the Spemann organizer undergo timed interactions during gastrulation which lead to the 
formation of an anterior-posterior axis and stable Hox gene expression. When separated 
from each other, neither non-organizer mesoderm nor the Spemann organizer are able to 
induce anterior-posterior pattern formation of the trunk. We present a model describing that 
convergence and extension continually bring new cells from the non-organizer mesoderm 
within the range of organizer signals and thereby create patterned axial structures. In doing 
so the age of the non-organizer mesoderm, but not the age of the organizer, defines 
positional values along the anterior-posterior axis. We postulate that the temporal 
information from the non-organizer mesoderm is linked to mesodermal Hox expression. 
 
Introduction 
Anterior-posterior (AP) positional information in vertebrate embryos is generated during 
gastrulation. In zebrafish positional values of forebrain (and possibly midbrain) are 
specified at early gastrulation (Grinblat et al., 1998), whereas more posterior values are 
committed at the end of gastrulation (Woo and Fraser, 1998). In amphibia only two 
different AP positional values (head and trunk) are differentiated in the Spemann organizer 
early in gastrulation (Spemann, 1931; Zoltewicz and Gerhart, 1997). Later on, at the end of 
gastrulation, different positional values can be discriminated in trunk neurectoderm and 
mesoderm (Mangold, 1933; Saha and Grainger, 1992). In chicken, AP neural specification 
appears during gastrulation (Darnell et al., 1999; Muhr et al., 1999; Storey et al., 1992). In 
mouse, as in amphibians, only anterior identities are defined at the beginning of 
gastrulation (for review see (Beddington and Robertson, 1998)). 
Nieuwkoop introduced a model for the induction and AP patterning of amphibian 
neurectoderm (Nieuwkoop, 1952), which is now generally accepted for vertebrates. After 
“activation”, which specifies all presumptive neurectoderm to an anterior neural fate, 
“transformation” leads to graded posteriorisation. Activation is obtained by antagonists of 
BMP and Wnt signals in the ectoderm. Signals involved such as Noggin, Chordin, 
Dickkopf-1 or Cerberus are generated in the organizer (for review see (Harland, 2000; 
Niehrs, 1999; Weinstein and Hemmati-Brivanlou, 1999; Wilson and Edlund, 2001). 
Transformation occurs due to posteriorising signals originating in non-organizer regions of 
the embryo (Bang et al., 1997; Bang et al., 1999; Gaunt et al., 1999; Gould et al., 1998; 
Itasaki et al., 1996; Kolm and Sive, 1997; Muhr et al., 1997; Muhr et al., 1999; Woo and 
Fraser, 1997). Gradients of different morphogens including FGF (Cox and Hemmati-
Brivanlou, 1995; Kengaku and Okamoto, 1995; Lamb and Harland, 1995; Muhr et al., 
1997; Streit et al., 2000), retinoic acid (Durston et al., 1989; Ruiz I Altaba and Jessell, 
1991; Sharpe, 1991), XWnt-3A (McGrew et al., 1997; Takada et al., 1994), and XWnt-8 
(Erter et al., 2001; Kiecker and Niehrs, 2001), have been postulated to transform the 
anterior neurectoderm in a planar way (i.e. from posterior to anterior). In addition there is 
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evidence for the involvement of vertical short range signals (not from posterior to anterior, 
but from mesoderm to overlying ectoderm) (Chen et al., 2000; Nieuwkoop, 1952; 
Nieuwkoop and Koster, 1995; Poznanski and Keller, 1997). 
One group of transcriptional factors that is important for trunk patterning in vertebrates is 
the Hox family of homeotic selector genes, which specify more posterior AP positional 
values and are clustered in functional units. Their 3’ to 5’ order in a Hox cluster matches 
the A to P sequence and time sequence in which they are expressed in neurectoderm and 
dorsolateral mesoderm along the body axis (“spatial colinearity” (Duboule and Dolle, 1989; 
Graham et al., 1989); “temporal colinearity” (Deschamps et al., 1999; Duboule and Morata, 
1994; Gaunt and Strachan, 1996; Izpisua-Belmonte et al., 1991; Leroy and De Robertis, 
1992)). Connections between temporal colinearity and spatial colinearity leading to AP 
patterning have been suggested (Duboule and Morata, 1994; Gaunt, 2000), but remain 
unclear. 
Here we describe the temporally colinear activation of a series of Hox genes in non-
organizer mesoderm of Xenopus laevis during gastrulation. This early Hox expression is 
transient, unless it is stabilised by signals from the Spemann organizer. Neither non-
organizer mesoderm nor the Spemann organizer are able to induce AP pattern formation, 
when separated from each other. Only their cooperation results in AP patterning. 
We propose a model which is based on timed interactions of the non-organizer mesoderm 
(characterised by the temporally colinear expression of a series of Hox genes) with the 
Spemann organizer. These interactions depend on convergence and extension. Different 
portions of non-organizer mesoderm interact with the Spemann organizer at different times. 
In doing so their age encodes positional values along the AP axis in both mesoderm and 
ectoderm. We postulate that this positional information coming from the non-organizer 
mesoderm is connected to early mesodermal Hox expression, hence the temporally colinear 
Hox sequence is translated into a spatial pattern. 
 
Results 
A temporally colinear sequence of Hox expression in the non-organizer mesoderm 
during gastrulation 
We used PCR and an improved whole mount in situ hybridisation method to detect the 
initial expression of Xenopus Hox genes. Nine Hox genes examined were expressed in a 
temporally colinear sequence in non-organizer mesoderm, starting early in gastrulation 
(Hoxd-1, Hoxb-4, Hoxc-6, Hoxa-7, Hoxb-9 are shown in Fig. 1A, B; Hoxa-1, Hoxb-1, 
Hoxb-7, Hoxd-13 are not shown). The initial expression was localised in the non-organizer 
mesoderm and excluded from the Spemann organizer. Later expression spread to the 
presumptive neurectoderm (shown for Hoxd-1, Fig. 1C), giving increased expression on 
both sides of the organizer gap. Ectodermal expression was generally neurectodermal, with 
only Hoxd-1 transiently showing non-neural ectodermal expression (not shown). Ventral 
expression of each Hox gene then faded out, leaving two strong dorsolateral patches, which 
later spread anteriorly (compare Fig. 6A).  
These findings show that gastrula non-organizer mesoderm contains a temporally colinear 
activated sequence of Hox genes indicating the presence of a timed signalling cascade. 
Separation of the non-organizer mesodermal cascade and organizer functions 
This signalling cascade in the non-organizer mesoderm can be separated from organizer 
functions by ventralisation or deleted by dorsalisation. 
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Fig. 1 Spatial and temporal Hox expression 
during gastrulation. Results for Hoxd-1, Hoxb-
4, Hoxc-6, Hoxa-7, and Hoxb-9 are shown, 
Hoxa-1, Hoxb-1 and Hoxb-7 also fit this 
sequence (not shown), Hoxd-13 expression did 
not begin before the end of gastrulation (stage 
15, not shown). 
(A) WISH for five Hox genes at five different 
stages. Vegetal views, dorsal up. 
(B) Diagram showing the onset of the 
temporally colinear expression of five 
different Hox genes as analysed with WISH 
(red) and PCR (blue). 
(C) Localisation of Hoxd-1 expression in 
mesoderm and ectoderm. Embryos cut into 
halves across the dorsolateral blastopore lip at 
stages 10.5 and 11. One half analysed with 
Xbra, the other with Hoxd-1. The Xbra 
expression domain is outlined. The initial 
Hoxd-1 expression is located within the 
mesoderm. At stage 11 it is expanded into the 






Fig. 2 Hox expression in ventralised and 
dorsalised embryos. 
(A) Hoxc-6 in embryos ventralised with 
UV. WISH (vegetal views of stages 10.5 
to 12.5, lateral view of stage 26). Similar 
results were obtained for Hoxd-1, Hoxb-4, 
Hoxa-7, and Hoxb-9 (not shown). 
(B) Diagram showing the onset of Hox 
expression (detected with WISH) in 
ventralised (dark blue) and control 
embryos (light blue). In ventralised 
embryos the temporally colinear sequence 
is still present. 
(C) Mesodermal Hox expression (WISH) 
in ventralised embryos. Embryos cut 
through dorsolateral blastopore lips in 
controls and the corresponding region in 
ventralised embryos. Hoxd-1 at stage 11, 
Hoxc-6 at stage 12, Hoxa-7 at stage 12.5. 
The white line indicates Brachet's cleft, 
separating involuted mesoderm from 
overlying ectoderm. Neurectodermal Hox 
staining in control embryos (C, 
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arrowheads) is missing in ventralised embryos (C’). 
(D) Hox expression is absent in embryos that were dorsalised with LiCl. Dorsalised embryos (LiCl) 
and controls (con) at stage 12.5 (vegetal views) and stage 26 (lateral views). Results of a WISH for 
Hoxd-1, Hoxc-6 and Hoxb-9. Analysis of Hoxb-4 and Hoxa-7 showed similar results (not shown). 
Arrowheads indicate the anterior Hox expression boundary. 
 
Zygotic UV irradiation hyperventralises Xenopus embryos by blocking dorsal Wnt pathway 
activation and organizer development (Larabell et al., 1997; Scharf and Gerhart, 1983). We 
examined the consequences of this on early Hox expression. In ventralised embryos the 
expression of Hox genes expanded to fill the entire ring of mesoderm in the marginal zone 
and the organizer gap disappeared (shown for Hoxc-6, Fig. 2A). These ventralised embryos 
had a correctly timed early mesodermal Hox expression sequence (Fig. 2B), but this was 
transient (indistinct or absent at later stages, compare example in Fig. 2A). Ectodermal Hox 
expression was absent and normal AP Hox expression zones failed to form (Fig. 2C, C’). 
We conclude that ventralisation results in blocking ectodermal Hox gene expression and AP 
patterning, whereas the non-organizer mesodermal Hox sequence remains intact. 
Lithium chloride treatment of early Xenopus embryos causes hyperdorsalisation via Wnt 
pathway activation, inducing all mesoderm to Spemann organizer (Hedgepeth et al., 1997; 
Kao and Elinson, 1988). Dorsalisation prevented Hox gene expression during gastrulation. 
Also in later stages Hox gene expression was absent or weak and the AP pattern failed to 
develop (Fig. 2D). Dorsalisation essentially deletes the Hox sequence and blocks AP 
patterning. 
Neither ventralised nor dorsalised embryos generated a trunk with an AP pattern. We 
grafted early gastrula organizer tissue into ventralised embryos (Fig. 3A-F). This not only 
restored well-developed embryos, but also the normal sequence of Hox expression zones 
(Fig. 3D-F, compare also Fig. 3L), suggesting the presence of an interaction between the 
Spemann organizer and the non-organizer mesoderm.  
Timed interactions between the non-organizer mesoderm and the Spemann organizer 
generate AP pattern information 
We analysed whether organizer tissue explanted at different gastrula stages (representing 
different AP portions of the organizer) induced different parts of the trunk as it has been 
suggested for head and trunk (Spemann, 1931; Zoltewicz and Gerhart, 1997). Surprisingly 
the restored trunk portions in ventralised embryos did not considerably differ (Fig. 3G-N). 
Likewise experiments with organizer transplants of different sizes (1/4 of an organizer to 1 
organizer) did not result in different portions of restored AP pattern (not shown). Therefore 
we tested whether timed interactions between the non-organizer mesoderm and the 
Spemann organizer specify the AP pattern. We recombined ventralised embryos with 
organizer tissue in different timed protocols and analysed the restored axial pattern, using a 
series of AP markers, including Hox genes.  
Ageing the non-organizer mesoderm (Fig. 4A). We combined identically aged Spemann 
organizers (stage 10) with progressively older ventralised embryos containing exclusively 
non-organizer mesoderm. Early organizer transplantation induced an almost complete axis 
(Fig. 4A). Organizers transplanted progressively later induced tail, but gave progressively 
larger anterior deletions (Fig. 4A). We concluded that the AP positional value in the 
Xenopus trunk is defined by the developmental age of the non-organizer mesoderm, at 
which it interacts with the Spemann organizer. 
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Ageing the Spemann organizer (Fig. 4B). We 
combined progressively older organizer tissue with 
identically aged ventralised embryos. This was 
achieved by explanting organizer tissue at the 
beginning of gastrulation and cultivating it for 
different times. It has been shown before that these 
explants still develop and differentiate (Slack and 
Forman, 1980; Wilson and Keller, 1991). Organizer 
explants of different ages (0 to 6 hours after the 
beginning of gastrulation) were implanted into stage 
10 ventralised embryos. Spemann organizers aged 
for different times generated similar portions of the 
AP axis. The AP pattern was not progressively 
deleted (Fig. 4B). An identical observation was 
made with organiser transplants taken directly from 
different developmental stages (compare Fig. 3G-N). 
After more than 6 hours cultivation (corresponding 
to the end of gastrulation) the Spemann organizer 
lost the ability to rescue axis formation (not shown). 
We conclude that different trunk AP levels are 
 
Fig. 3 Recombinations of Spemann organizer (SO) and 
ventralised embryos (containing only non-organizer 
mesoderm) as indicated in the schematic drawing (A). 
(B-F) Stage 10 to 10+ organizer tissue was implanted into 
the marginal zone of stage 10 ventralised embryo. 
Analysis at stage 27 (lateral views). A non treated control 
embryo (con), a ventralised embryo without graft (UV), 
and ventralised embryos implanted with organizer 
mesoderm (UV+SO). Probe combinations are indicated. Arrowheads show the distance between the 
most posterior Krox-20 expression and the anterior Hox expression boundary. The normal spatially 
colinear Hox sequence is restored by organizer transplantation. 
(G-N) Organizer tissue was explanted from dorsal blastopore lips of stage 10 to 10+ and stage 11.5 
respectively and implanted into the marginal zone of stage 10+ ventralized embryos. Analysis at stage 
27 (lateral views). Shown are non treated controls (con), ventralised embryos without grafts (UV), 
and recombinations with early organizer (10+UV + 10+SO) and late organizer (10+UV + 11.5 SO) 
respectively. Probe combinations are indicated. Arrowheads show the distance between the most 
posterior Krox-20 expression and the anterior Hox expression boundary. 
 
generated by timed interactions between the non-organizer mesoderm and Spemann 
organizer. The non-organizer mesoderm provides information required for AP patterning of 
the trunk. The Spemann organizer stabilises this information, its age only determines 
whether the mechanism still functions. 
Timed application of Noggin protein (Fig. 4C). The organizer function involves 
antagonism to BMP signalling (De Robertis and Sasai, 1996). BMP antagonism permits 
Hox expression in ectoderm (i.e. nascent neurectoderm) (Lamb and Harland, 1995; Smith et 




Fig. 4 Timed interactions between the Spemann organizer and the non-organizer mesoderm (NOM). 
(A) Ageing the non-organizer mesoderm (isolated in ventralised embryos). A ventralised embryo with 
no implant (UV), an untreated control embryo (con), and recombinations of organizer mesoderm from 
stage 10 (0h SO) with ventralised embryos of different ages after the beginning of gastrulation (0h, 
2h, 4h, 6h NOM). Embryos are positioned with their head up and dorsal to the right. They were 
analysed with WISH using axial markers, including En-2 (midbrain-hindbrain border), Krox-20 
(hindbrain), Hoxb-4 (posterior hindbrain), Hoxc-6 and Hoxa-7 (anterior spinal cord), Hoxd-13 
(posterior spinal cord). Expression of Krox-20 (arrowed) and Hoxd-13 illustrate the results. 
Pictograms indicate restored part of axis (based on conclusion from all markers). 
(B) Ageing the Spemann organizer. A ventralised embryo without implant (UV), an untreated control 
(con), and recombinations of stage 10 ventralised embryos (0h NOM) with organizer tissue (SO) aged 
for 0h, 2h, 4h, 6h after beginning of gastrulation. Embryos orientated and WISH analysed as in (A). 
Krox-20 expression (arrowheads) and Hoxd-13 illustrate the results. Pictograms indicate restored part 
of axis. The age of the organizer implant does not affect the restored axial values. 
(C) Timed restoration of organizer functions by Noggin protein (nog) injection. Ventralised embryos 
were injected with Noggin protein into the blastocoel (schematic drawing) at different blastula and 
gastrula stages. Embryos were analysed as above. Left panel stained for En-2/Krox-20/Hoxc-6/Xbra, 
right panel for Krox-20/Hoxd-13. Embryos are orientated as in (A), arrows point to Krox-20 
expression. Top, noninjected ventralised embryos (UV). Rows 2-5 show ventralised embryos injected 
with Noggin at the indicated stages. Bottom, control embryos (con). 
Early treated embryos restore head (grey color in the corresponding pictograms) and anterior trunk 
(Krox-20 expression, blue colors in pictograms). Later treated embryos show progressively less head 
(grey) and more trunk (anterior trunk marked by Krox-20 and blue colors in pictograms, posterior 
trunk marked by Hox genes and Xbra, yellow and red colors in pictograms). Very late on, there is an 
extensive zone of Hoxd-13 expression (posterior trunk) and anterior trunk markers (eg. Krox-20) have 
reached the anterior end of the embryo. 
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It also dorsalises mesoderm (De Robertis and Sasai, 1996; Lemaire and Kodjabachian, 
1996; Smith et al., 1993). Consequently, the ectopic expression of noggin in ventralised 
early Xenopus embryos can rescue axis formation (Smith et al., 1993). 
We injected Noggin protein into the blastocoel of different blastula and gastrula stages. 
Timed application of Noggin protein should convert ectoderm and mesoderm to a dorsal 
state at defined times. This might capture particular AP identities, depending on the stage at 
which Noggin is applied. 
Injecting Noggin protein into the blastocoel of a ventralised blastula (stage 9) fixed an 
anterior part of the AP axis. Stripes of the hindbrain marker Krox-20 were expressed in the 
middle of the embryo (Fig. 4C). The anterior marker otx-2 was expressed in an extensive 
domain in front of them (not shown). Progressively later Noggin protein injection (at stage 
10, 10.5, 11.5) led to the rescue of progressively more posterior parts of the hindbrain and 
trunk and to the loss of anterior parts (see pictograms in Fig. 4C).  
 
Fig. 5 Neurectodermal Hox expression requires 
signals from organizer mesoderm and non-
organizer mesoderm. 
(A) Wrap assay. Spemann organizer tissue (SO) 
and/or non-organizer mesoderm (NOM) are 
wrapped in two (ectodermal) animal caps (AC). 
(B) Wrap assays (fixed around the end of 
gastrulation) were dissected and analysed for 
ectodermal Hoxd-1 expression using WISH. 
Tissue localisation is indicated in the 
corresponding schematic drawings. Hoxd-1 
expression: blue stipples. Only combined 
Spemann organizer (SO) and non-organizer 
mesodermal tissue (NOM) induce Hoxd-1 
expression (arrowheads) in ectodermal animal 
caps (AC). 
(C-D) Ectodermal lineage tracing in Wraps 
containing non-organizer and organizer 
mesoderm. A Wrap after in situ hybridisation for 
Hoxd-1 (arrowheads in C) and the corresponding 
fluorescence staining. In the magnified sectors the 
arrowheads indicate that the tissue borders in the 
Wraps correspond to the borders between 
mesodermal implant and fluorescence labeled 
ectoderm. The main portions of Hoxd-1 staining 
are ectodermal. 
 
These results are in accordance with the idea that progressively later influence of the 
Spemann organizer on non-organizer mesoderm leads to the formation of more posterior 
portions of the AP axis. 
An alternative explanation is based on recent findings describing that a BMP-4 function is 
necessary for initial activation of Hox genes during gastrulation (Wacker et al., in press). 
The later Noggin is injected the later BMP-4 is inhibited. Consequently more genes of the 
Hox sequence are initiated resulting in an increased portion of the restored trunk. However 
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since the timed appearance of Hox genes is not sufficient to form an AP pattern (compare 
nontreated UV ventralised embryos), another Noggin induced function must be involved in 
a time dependent way. 
The role of Hox genes in the interaction between non-organizer mesoderm and Spemann 
organizer 
To test whether the establishment of stable Hox expression in neurectoderm requires both 
non-organizer mesoderm and organizer signals, we wrapped pieces of tissue from the 
Spemann organizer, non-organizer mesoderm, or both, in ectodermal animal caps (Fig. 5A). 
Neither organizer nor non-organizer mesoderm alone induced Hox expression in the 
surrounding ectodermal tissue. Hox expression occurred only in triple recombinates 
(organizer + non-organizer mesoderm + ectoderm) (Fig. 5B). To verify that Hox expression 
was ectodermal we used rhodamine dextrane labeled animal caps in a Wrap assay 
containing both organizer and non-organizer mesoderm. This experiment shows that the 
main part of the induced Hox expression was ectodermal (Fig. 5C,D). We conclude that 
neurectodermal Hox expression requires signals from both the Spemann organizer and from 
the non-organizer mesoderm. 
We are currently analysing whether the Hox proteins themselves are involved in the 
signalling of positional information to the neurectoderm or whether mesodermal and 
neurectodermal Hox gene expression are regulated by the same signals.  
 
Discussion 
We have demonstrated the presence of a time mechanism in the non-organizer mesoderm 
during gastrulation, which is characterised by the appearance of a temporally colinear 
sequence of Hox genes. This sequence can be isolated by ventralisation. Its interaction with 
the Spemann organizer is crucial for the formation of an AP axial pattern and for the 
activation of Hox gene expression in the neurectoderm. We postulate that Hox genes are not 
only responding to AP patterning signals. Rather they are required for the AP patterning 
signals themselves. 
Role of the Spemann organizer 
Functions of the Spemann organizer include formation of dorsal mesoderm (prospective 
notochord and prechordal mesoderm), dorsalisation of non-organizer mesoderm (e.g. 
prospective somites), induction of neurectoderm (by antagonizing BMP and Wnt signals) 
and initiation of gastrulation movements (for review see (Harland and Gerhart, 1997)). The 
organizer does not directly create an AP pattern (except for the aforementioned separation 
between head and trunk organizer). In our experiments neither its size nor its age have a 
direct effect on the positional values of the surrounding tissue. However, its functions affect 
AP patterning in different indirect ways. First it is involved in restricting the initial Hox 
expression to the non-organizer mesoderm (Wacker et al., in press). Second it is the source 
for neural activation signals, which is a prerequisite for neural transformation and thus for 
AP patterning. Third it initiates morphogenetic movements, namely convergence and 
extension, which are postulated to be a crucial component of AP patterning (see our model 
below). And finally it sequentially stabilises positional identities from the non-organizer 
mesoderm as indicated in our transplantation experiments. 
Neural transformation 
Recent insights into the determination of regional differences within the trunk are based on 
the “activation and transformation model of neural patterning” (Nieuwkoop, 1952). 
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Organizer signals (BMP and Wnt antagonists) induce anterior neurectoderm (“activation”). 
Posteriorising signals then transform anterior neurectoderm into more posterior 
neurectoderm (“transformation”). As stated in the introduction gradients of different 
morphogens have been postulated to mediate transformation acting in a planar way. 
However evidence has been presented that vertical signalling is necessary for AP patterning 
as well (Chen et al., 2000; Nieuwkoop, 1952; Nieuwkoop and Koster, 1995; Poznanski and 
Keller, 1997). The need for vertical signalling in AP patterning has also been shown in 
chick (Muhr et al., 1999). Here we present evidence that these vertical transforming signals 
originate from the non-organizer mesoderm. This is in accordance with former observations 
describing a role of paraxial mesoderm (descending from the non-organizer mesoderm) in 
transformation (see introduction). Recent observations in zebrafish demonstrating that 
heterotopic transplantations of non-organizer mesoderm result in formation of posterior 
trunk portions (Agathon et al., 2003) point to the importance of non-organizer mesoderm, 
as do experiments demonstrating in Xenopus that the entire vegetal half (including all non-
organizer mesoderm), but not the organiser is able to transform neural tissue (Fujii et al., 
2002). 
The proposed mechanisms of vertical and graded planar signalling could interact in 
different ways, thereby accounting for evidence for both vertical and planar signals during 
axial patterning. Planar gradients could create a diffuse or incomplete posteriorisation 
without detailed positional values. Vertical signals could then refine and focus the pattern. 
Experiments supporting this mechanism have been published for ectodermal Hoxb-1 
expression (Poznanski and Keller, 1997). The opposite mechanism is also conceivable. 
Vertical signals could place landmarks which are then used to set up gradients (i.e. define 
positions for morphogen sources or sinks). 
Some proposed morphogens however are also involved in dorsoventral patterning and 
could thereby act indirectly by affecting the size or characteristics of the Hox expressing 
non-organizer mesodermal domain (e.g. XWnt-8 (Hoppler and Moon, 1998) , FGF and 
BMP-4 (Wacker et al, in press)). Some are known regulators of morphogenetic movements 
(e.g. the Wnt-pathway (Kühl et al., 2001), the FGF-pathway (Conlon and Smith, 1999; 
Griffin et al., 1995)) and could affect the AP pattern by changing the timing of 
organizer/non-organizer mesoderm interactions, which we have demonstrated to be crucial 
for AP pattern formation. Some of these pathways are also known regulators of Hox genes 
(retinoic acid (Godsave et al., 1998), Wnt-8 (Kiecker and Niehrs, 2001), FGF (Pownall et 
al., 1996)). 
A temporally colinear sequence of Hox expression is generated in the nonorgansiser 
mesoderm (compare to Fig. 1, Fig. 6A). The Hox expression in this sequence is intrinsically 
transient and by itself does not generate a spatial pattern (e.g. in ventralised embryos). 
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Fig. 6 The time space 
translator model. 
(A) False color representation 
of expression of three Hox 
genes during gastrulation. 
WISH on sibling embryos for 
Hoxd-1 (purple), Hoxc-6 
(green), Hoxb-9 (red). Digital 
images were analysed and 
selected areas labeled with 
respective false colour and 
combined in one image. Six 
gastrula stages (10.5, 11, 
11.5, 12, 12.5, and 13) are 
shown in a lateral view, 
anterior up, and dorsal to the 
right. Anterior levels of the 
Hox expression at the end of 
gastrulation are arrowed. 
(B) The time space translator 
model. Expression of new 
Hox genes (different colours) 
is initiated in non-organizer 
mesoderm (NOM) at different 
times. Non-organizer 
mesodermal tissue moves 
toward the Spemann 
organizer by convergence and 
then extends anteriorly 
(arrow). When mesoderm adjacent to the Spemann organizer involutes (lM), the current Hox code is 
transferred to overlying neurectoderm (NE). While the early Hox sequence in the non-organizer 
mesoderm (solid outlined black box) is running, new cells from this region are continuously moved 
into the range of Spemann organizer (dashed black box) and their Hox code is then stabilised by an 
organizer signal. Thus the temporal Hox sequence is converted into a spatial AP pattern by continous 
morphogenetic movement and stabilisation of timed information by the organizer in both involuted 
mesoderm (IM) and overlying neurectoderm (NE). 
(C) Dorsal views. In non-organizer mesodermal cells the Hox sequence is running (solid black 
outline). From this domain cells are continuously moved into influence of Spemann organizer (dashed 
black box) by convergence and extension (arrows). The AP pattern arises by adding new stabilised 
segments expressing a different subset of Hox genes posteriorly. A anterior, P posterior, V ventral, D 
dorsal, L left, R right. 
(D) Schematic diagrams depicting locations of Spemann organizer, blastopore and initial Hox 
expression domain in Xenopus and orthologous structures in the zebrafish (Alexandre et al., 1996), 
the chick (Gaunt and Strachan, 1996) and the mouse (Deschamps et al., 1999) at the beginning of 
gastrulation. Zebrafish and Xenopus are shown in vegetal views, chick and mouse are shown in dorsal 
views.defined by the range of organizer signals (Fig. 6B, C). Meanwhile, convergence and extension 
(Keller et al., 1985; Keller and Danilchik, 1988) continuously exchange the cell population in this 
domain. The AP pattern arises in an anterior to posterior, early to late sequence by a mechanism 
involving progressive dorsally directed movement of mesodermal Hox expressing cells and initiation 




A model for AP patterning 
We propose a new model for AP patterning of the vertebrate trunk. 
Defined AP zones arise via sequential interactions between the non-organizer mesoderm 
and the Spemann organizer, which stabilises the current Hox expression in a domain 
The Hox status/AP identity of each pattern zone is defined only by the age of the non-
organsiser mesoderm at which this interaction takes place. The age of the organizer is not 
important. Interaction between non-organizer mesoderm and the organizer translates the 
temporal sequence found in the non-organizer mesoderm into a stable spatial AP sequence, 
which is vertically transferred to the activated neurectoderm. We call this model a time 
space translator. 
Nature and universality of the mechanism 
AP patterning appears as a result of neural transformation, resulting from vertical and from 
planar signals. The transformed axial domains are characterised by Hox gene expression 
zones in a spatially colinear way. In all vertebrates examined, these Hox genes are initially 
expressed at the opposite side of the blastopore, or equivalent (primitive streak in chick and 
mouse), from the organising centre (Fig. 6D) (Alexandre et al., 1996; Deschamps and 
Wijgerde, 1993; Gaunt and Strachan, 1996). The initial expression of different Hox genes 
always appears in the same region, which is called the “Hox induction field” (Deschamps et 
al., 1999) or “opening zone” (Gaunt, 2000). However, since the Hox genes are expressed at 
different times, and gastrulation movements continuously bring new cells into this domain, 
different Hox genes are expected to be expressed in different subpopulations of cells 
(Deschamps et al., 1999). These Hox expression domains then progress in an anterior 
direction along the AP axis until they reach their final AP position. In chicken and mouse 
this progression does not depend on cell migration (Deschamps and Wijgerde, 1993; Gaunt 
and Strachan, 1994). 
A role of lateral/paraxial mesoderm in transformation has been indicated in Xenopus and in 
zebrafish (Bang et al., 1997; Bang et al., 1999; Barnett et al., 1998; Erter et al., 2001; Kolm 
and Sive, 1997). This function can be mimicked by intermediate doses of activin (inducing 
non-organizer mesoderm (Green et al., 1997)) and depends on Wnt-8 (Bang et al., 1999; 
Erter et al., 2001). In Chick and mouse interactions of paraxial mesoderm and neural tissue 
result in transformation as well. They define the final borders of the Hox expression 
domains (Gould et al., 1998; Grapin-Botton et al., 1997; Itasaki et al., 1996; Muhr et al., 
1997). In doing this the Hox gene expressing paraxial mesoderm is involved in the 
activation of the neural expression of an identical set of Hox genes (Grapin-Botton et al., 
1997). Our experiments indicate that the same is true for non-organizer mesodermal Hox 
expression in Xenopus (shown for Hoxd-1 in figure 5). 
Despite these similarities, there is variation in neural patterning among vertebrate species, 
particulary with regard to timing. The chick neural plate is already formed, when 
posteriorizing signals result in transformation (Muhr et al., 1999). In chick and mouse, 
paraxial mesoderm of a five to ten somite stage affects the positional value of 
neurectoderm, when this is transplanted heterotopically (Grapin-Botton et al., 1997; Itasaki 
et al., 1996). In Xenopus, we already find a sensitive phase for transformation and 
associated ectodermal activation of at least some Hox genes during gastrulation. The 
competence of amphibian ectodermal tissue to respond to transforming signals has been 
reported to end at midneurula stages (Nieuwkoop and Albers, 1990), long before the 
somites begin to form. In our experiments the ability of organizer/non-organizer mesoderm 
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interactions to establish axial patterning ends at the end of gastrulation. Therefore 
transformation appears to be completed earlier than in chick or mouse. 
Gaunt has suggested models for AP patterning in chick and mouse (Gaunt et al., 1999; 
Gaunt, 2000). The foundation of his and our models is the formerly considered hypothesis 
that “the correct timing of activation of this gene family (i.e. Hox genes) is necessary in 
order to properly establish the various expression domains” (Duboule and Morata, 1994). 
Gaunt’s first model is based on a posteriorising morphogen gradient, which is not likely, 
because of the extensive movements of morphogen sources and responding tissues during 
gastrulation (compare Schohl and Fagotto, 2002). Gaunt’s second model (the timing model) 
is based on the “opening domain”, a restricted zone, where new Hox genes can be activated. 
A certain Hox pattern is defined as soon as cells leave this domain (Gaunt, 2000). In 
accordance with this second model we find such an opening domain, namely the non-
organizer mesoderm. However, our experiments with UV ventralised embryos demonstrate 
that leaving the “opening domain” is not sufficient to make an AP pattern, since Hox gene 
expression under these conditions is only transient. The organizer transplantation 
experiments indicate that an additional signal for the stabilisation of an Hox expression 
domain is necessary. In Gaunt’s third model this stabilising signal is postulated to be an 
anterior to posterior spreading “wave of refractoriness” (Gaunt, 2000). In contrast we find 
that the stabilising signal is held steady, originating from the organizer during gastrulation 
(the organizer’s sphere of influence) and the responding cells continuously move into this 
stabilising zone. 
 
Materials and methods 
Handling and treating embryos 
Embryos were staged according to Nieuwkoop and Faber (Nieuwkoop and Faber, 1956). In 
vitro fertilisation, embryo culture, operation techniques, protein and mRNA injection, and 
culture of recombined embryos and explants were carried out as previously described 
(Wacker et al., 2000; Winklbauer, 1990). Ventralisation with UV light (Scharf and Gerhart, 
1983), dorsalisation with LiCl (Kao and Elinson, 1988), and the Wrap assay (Zoltewicz and 
Gerhart, 1997) were described previously. 
Microsurgery was carried out using hair knives. Organiser tissue (or non-organizer 
mesoderm) was explanted and the epithelial layer removed. After keeping these explants 
for a few minutes in MBS, they were implanted into the marginal zone of host embryos. 
We used grafts and not “Einsteck” experiments, because we expected the position of the 
implant in the host to be important. For the Wrap assay the explants were placed between 
two animal caps, which had been cut immediately before to prevent curling. Wraps and 
transplanted embryos were cultivated in MBS for about 30 minutes and then transferred to 
10% MBS. Embryos with grafts were fixed at stage 26 to 27. Wraps were fixed about 5 to 6 
hours after preparing them, when control embryos reached stage 12.5 (i.e. late gastrulation). 
For the timed Noggin application: 200 nl recombinant mouse Noggin/Fc chimera protein 
(R&D systems) at 0.1 μg/μl was injected in the blastocoel of staged embryos. A similar 
approach has been succesfully used for mesoderm induction (Cooke and Smith, 1989). 
Embryos were harvested at stage 26 to 27. 
For fluorescense labeling stage 2 embryos were injected with 2 times 8 nl of lysine fixable 




Templates for RNA synthesis 
We used the available Xenopus Hox probes, including orthologues of genes from all four 
mammalian Hox clusters. Time and place of their early expression depends principally on 
paralogue group number, rather than on differences among paralogues). 
Antisense, DIG-labelled transcripts were prepared from the following plasmids: a 1312 bp 
Hoxa-1 fragment (Hoxa-1); a 666 bp Hoxb-1 fragment (Hoxb-1); xHoxlab1 (Hoxd-1) (Sive 
and Cheng, 1991); a 708 bp fragment containing the complete Hoxb-4 ORF (Hoxb-4); a 
998 bp Hoxc-6 fragment in pGEM1 containing a part of the homeodomain and extending 
into the 3' UTR (Hoxc-6); Xhox-36.1 (Hoxa-7) (Condie and Harland, 1987); a 470 bp Hoxb-
9 fragment in pGEM3 (Hoxb-9); EST: dc40d10 (Hoxd-13); a 1400 bp Krox-20 fragment 
(Krox-20) (Bradley et al., 1993); a 1500bp Engrailed-2 cDNA (En-2) (Hemmati-Brivanlou 
et al., 1991); pSP73Xbra (Xbra) (Smith et al., 1991); pNPG152 (nrp-1) (Richter et al., 
1990). 
Detection of gene expression 
Whole mount in situ hybridisation (WISH) was performed as previously described 
(Harland, 1991), except that probe concentration was reduced to 40 ng/ml, hybridisation 
temperature raised to 65°C and antibody incubations done in 0.1 M Maleic acid, 0.15 M 
NaCl, 0.1% Tween-20, 1% blocking reagent (Roche), pH 7.5 with anti-Digoxigenin-AP, 
Fab fragments (Roche). Some embryos were cut with a razor blade and halves used for 
WISH with different probes. In other experiments embryos were cut after WISH. 
RT-PCR was carried out in the exponential phase of amplification as previously described 
(Busse and Seguin, 1993). The following primers were used: Hoxa-1-up: 
tgctttgcagctcaatgagacc; Hoxa-1-down: atgtggacctgtccctagcagc; Hoxd-1-up: 
agggaactttgcccaactctcc; Hoxd-1-down: gtgcagtacatgggtgtctggc; Hoxb-4-up: 
ctgcggtacaaaggctgaacct; Hoxb-4-down: caggccccaaactgtgtgatc; Hoxc-6-up: 
cagagccagacgtggactattcatccagg; Hoxc-6-down: caaggtaactgtcacagtatggagatgatggc; Hoxa-7-
up: cacggcgggggcttctct; Hoxa-7-down: gcgtcgggggtctggtcact; Hoxb-7-up: 
gctcgacgctgcctccttcaat Hoxb-7-down: tctcctgcttttcctggctgttag; Hoxb-9-up: 
tacttacgggcttggctgga; Hoxb-9-down: agcgtgtaaccagttggctg 
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The formation of the vertebrate body axis during gastrulation strongly depends on a dorsal 
signaling centre, the Spemann organizer as it is called in amphibians. This organizer affects 
embryonic development by self-differentiation, regulation of morphogenesis and secretion 
of inducing signals. Whereas many molecular signals and mechanisms of the organizer 
have been clarified, its function in anterior-posterior pattern formation remains unclear. We 
dissected the organizer functions by generally blocking organizer formation and then 
restoring a single function. In experiments using a dominant inhibitory BMP receptor 
construct (tBr) we find evidence that neural activation by antagonism of the BMP pathway 
is the organizer function that enables the establishment of a detailed anterior-posterior 
pattern along the trunk. Conversely, the exclusive inhibition of neural activation by 
expressing a constitutive active BMP receptor (hAlk-6) in the ectoderm prohibits the 
establishment of an anterior-posterior pattern, even though the organizer itself is still intact. 
Thus, apart from the formerly described separation into a head and a trunk/tail organizer, 
the organizer does not deliver positional information for anterior-posterior patterning. 
Rather, by inducing neurectoderm, it makes ectodermal cells competent to receive 
patterning signals from the non-organizer mesoderm and thereby enable the formation of a 
complete and stable AP pattern along the trunk. 
 
Introduction 
In all vertebrates, the formation of the main body axis begins with the generation of an 
organizing centre. Interactions between this organizing centre and surrounding tissues 
during gastrulation generate a basic body plan. Since the initial discovery of this structure 
in the dorsal blastopore lip of amphibians (the Spemann organizer, hereafter called the 
organizer (Spemann and Mangold, 1924)), comparable organizing centers have been found 
in other vertebrate groups (i.e. the node in mouse, Hensen´s node in chicken, embryonic 
shield in zebrafish (Joubin and Stern, 2001; Niehrs, 2004). Many of their functions have 
been identified and the molecular pathways involved have been characterized. In the 
amphibian Xenopus laevis the functions of the organizer have been divided into three 
categories (Harland and Gerhart, 1997). First, self-differentiation of the organizer generates 
a variety of mesodermal and endodermal tissues, including head mesoderm, notochord, and 
pharyngeal endoderm. Second, the organizer performs morphogenetic movements and in 
addition induces them in adjacent cells (e.g. convergence and extension in the presumptive 
notochord and in the somitic mesoderm). The timing of mesodermal and endodermal 
internalization also depends on signals from the organizer. Bottle cell formation, involution 
and vegetal rotation start up to two hours earlier on the organizer side than on the opposite 
side (Shih and Keller, 1994; Ibrahim and Winklbauer, 2001; Winklbauer and Schürfeld, 
1999). Third, the organizer secrets signals which affect all three germ layers of the 
developing embryo. Most of these signals have been found to antagonize ventralizing 
signals like BMPs, Wnts, and Nodals (for review (Niehrs, 1999; De Robertis and Kuroda, 
2004)). 
It has been clear for a long time that the organizer is of crucial importance for the 
development of the anterior-posterior (AP) axis (Spemann and Mangold, 1924). In an early 
model, it was postulated that different portions of the organizer mediate different positional 
values along the AP axis (Mangold, 1933; Eyal-Giladi, 1954). Head, trunk, and tail 
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organizing areas have been described in the Xenopus organizer (Zoltewicz and Gerhart, 
1997; Lane and Keller, 1997) and other vertebrates (Agathon et al., 2003; Kaneda et al., 
2002).Vertical signals from different portions of the internalized organizer mesoderm to the 
overlying prospective neurectoderm have been suggested for regulation of a few, very 
anterior patterning genes (Hemmati-Brivanlou et al., 1990; Blitz and Cho, 1995). In 
addition gradients of secreted molecules (FGFs, Wnts, retinoic acid) have been postulated 
to act in a planar way along the AP axis to define more posterior values (Cox and 
Hemmati-Brivanlou, 1995; Lamb and Harland, 1995; Kiecker and Niehrs, 2001; Durston et 
al., 1989). 
Pieter Nieuwkoop and his colleagues proposed an alternative model. They postulated that,  
neurectoderm of an anterior character is induced via an initial “activation” step (i.e. the 
actual neural induction or neuralization),. In a subsequent “transformation” step this 
anterior neurectoderm is gradually modified to make more posterior regions of the central 
nervous system (Nieuwkoop, 1952; Nieuwkoop and van Nigtevecht, 1954). 
A recent modification of this model is the “three-step model” (Stern, 2001; Fraser and 
Stern, 2004). “Activation” establishes an anterior pre-neural state. In a “stabilization” step 
this territory is then maintained and converted into the definitive forebrain/midbrain. Parts 
of the neural territory are posteriorized by “transformation”. Signals involved in the 
activation step are organizer derived (Wnt antagonists, BMP antagonists, and Nodal 
signaling (Niehrs, 2004; Stern, 2005; Vonica and Brivanlou, 2006)), as well as non-
organizer derived (FGF and RA (Delaune et al., 2004; Londin et al., 2005; Wilson et al., 
2000; Linker and Stern, 2004; Albazerchi and Stern, 2006)). Stabilization signals for the 
pre-neural state are expected to originate from the organizer (Albazerchi and Stern, 2006). 
Growing evidence indicates that transforming signals in different species originate from the 
non-organizer portion of mesoderm (Bang et al., 1997; Bang et al., 1999; Muhr et al., 1997; 
Muhr et al., 1999; Gaunt et al., 1999; Gould et al., 1998; Kolm et al., 1997; Wacker et al., 
2004a; Woo and Fraser, 1997). However, the organizer is at least involved in an initial 
separation of head and trunk (Glinka et al., 1997; Niehrs, 1999). It remains unclear, 
whether making a more detailed AP pattern is a direct function of the organizer itself, or 
whether the organizer merely has a facilitating function in the establishment of the AP axis, 
different regions of which develop independent of an organizer prepattern (Wacker et al., 
2004a; Ober and Schulte-Merker, 1999; Ang and Rossant, 1994). 
Several of the organizer functions mentioned above are crucial for AP axis formation. First, 
morphogenetic movements in both mesoderm and neurectoderm are important for axis 
formation, even though their involvement in AP patterning needs further analysis 
(Ninomiya et al., 2004; Elul et al., 1997). Second, the creation of a dorsoventral polarity by 
secreted signals from the organizer could have a direct effect on non-organizer mesoderm 
and could create a prepattern in this mesoderm as is possibly indicated by the differential 
expression of components of the Wnt pathway (Salic et al., 1997). This mesodermal 
prepattern could then be the basis for neural transformation. Third, the organizer might 
induce ectodermal cells to be competent for transformation signals. Differential 
competence could even result in AP patterning as it has been postulated for zebrafish 
(Koshida et al., 1998). And fourth, the organizer is involved in the stabilization step for 
neurectoderm (Stern, 2001; Albazerchi and Stern, 2006). 
To get a better understanding of the role of the organizer in AP patterning we dissected the 
organizer functions and manipulated them separately. Since several molecular pathways 
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involved in different functions of the organizer are well characterized, single organizer 
functions can be knocked down in certain tissues or whole embryos. Alternatively, the 
formation of an organizer can be efficiently prevented by UV irradiation (Scharf and 
Gerhart, 1983). A single organizer function can then be restored without reestablishment of 
others. 
In this paper, we demonstrate that neural activation is the function of the organizer, which 
is crucial for the establishment of a detailed AP pattern. Prevention of neural activation by 
localized application of the constitutively active BMP receptor hAlk-6 disables the 
expression of AP patterning genes. Restoration of neural activation by localized application 
of the dominant inhibitory BMP receptor tBr and FGF-4 under conditions, where all other 
organizer functions are absent, i.e. ventralized embryos or on the ventral side of normal 
embryos, enabled the expression of AP marker genes. We conclude that neural activation 
by the organizer makes ectodermal cells competent to respond to the transforming AP 
patterning signals originating from the non-organizer mesoderm, thereby enabling the 
stable formation of posterior AP positional values, which are characteristic for the trunk. 
 
Results 
Signals from the organizer are involved in neural activation, but not in transformation 
We have recently published the observation that organizer mesoderm alone is not sufficient 
to induce the expression of posterior positional markers in the neuroectoderm, indicating 
that neural transformation is disturbed or even absent (Wacker et al., 2004a). Here we use 
the so-called wrap assay to analyze in detail the effects of the organizer for AP patterning 
of the ectoderm. For this wrap assay, pieces of mesoderm are recombined with ectoderm 
(Figure 1 A). After several hours these wraps are fixed, used for in situ hybridization and 
then bisected across the mesodermal implants (Figure 1 B, C). Due to tissue separation 
(Wacker et al., 2000), mesodermal and ectodermal cells do not intermingle during the 
experiment as is shown here with fluorescence labeling (different mesodermal tissues were 
labeled in red and green using converted and not converted EosFP (Wiedenmann et al., 
2004; Wacker et al., 2006) and then implanted into unlabeled ectoderm, Figure 1 C). 
For our purpose, pieces of organizer mesoderm were wrapped in ectodermal animal caps. 
This exclusive recombination of the donor and the recipient of neural activation signals 
reduces interfering effects from other sources. Wraps were analyzed with in situ 
hybridization for pan-neural markers and AP patterning genes, at a time when sibling 
embryos were at neurula stages. A set of pan-neural markers was expressed in the ectoderm 
of the wraps indicating that neural tissue was induced (Nrp-1, Sox-2, Sox-3, Figure 1 D-F). 
In addition, the anterior gene Xotx-2 is expressed (Figure 1 G). En-2, which is normally 
detected in the midbrain-hindbrain border, is expressed rudimentarily (Figure 1 H). More 
posterior genes that are normally expressed in the hindbrain or in the spinal cord were not 
found. This was true for the hindbrain marker Krox-20 (Figure 1 I), and a set of Hox genes, 
representing different AP positions (Hoxd-1, Hoxc-6, Hoxb-9, Figure 1 J-L). 
We conclude that in wraps, which contain exclusively organizer mesodermal implants, 
neural tissue of anterior quality is induced, whereas positions behind the midbrain are 
absent, indicating a failure of neural transformation. This is in correspondence with the 
observation that transforming non-organizer signals are necessary for AP patterning. 
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Fig. 1 The Spemann organizer induces a rudimentary 
AP pattern in Wrap assays. A In the Wrap assay small 
mesodermal explants (mes, e.g. organizer or non-
organizer mesoderm) are wrapped into ectodermal 
animal caps (ect) to analyze inductive events. B A 
wrap in topview and lateral view. For the analysis 
Wraps are bisected after in situ hybridization across 
the implants (dashed line). C Both halves of a bisected 
Wrap. Vital staining of two mesodermal implants (red; 
organizer mesoderm (SO), green; non-organizer 
mesoderm (NOM)) in unlabeled ectoderm show that 
the tissues do not intermingle. D, E, F The general 
neural markers Nrp-1, Sox-2, and Sox-3 are activated 
in Wraps containing exclusively organizer implants. G 
The forebrain marker Xotx-2 is induced in the 
ectoderm of wraps by an organizer implant. H En-2, a 
marker for the midbrain-hindbrain boundary, is weakly 
induced (arrowheads) by the organizer. I Krox-20, 
which is normally expressed in the rhombomeres 3 and 
5 of the hindbrain, is not activated by the organizer. J, 
K, L The Hox genes Hoxd-1, Hoxc-6, and Hoxb-9, 
which label different positions along the AP axis are not induced in Wraps containing exclusively 
organizer mesoderm. 
Fig. 2 UV treatment results in embryos 
without an organizer. Embryos were injected 
with EosFP. The EosFP in a  small region of 
the marginal zone was converted at the 
beginning of gastrulation. A An untreated 
control embryo (CON) with a conversion in 
the organizer region. B An UV treated embryo 
(UV) with a corresponding conversion of the 
marginal zone. C Shape of the conversion at 
late gastrulation in an untreated control 
embryo. D Shape of the conversion at late 
gastrulation in an UV treated embryo. E 
Bisection of the control embryo shown in A. F 
Bisection of the UV treated embryo shown in 
B. G Bisection of the control embryo shown in 
C. Arrowheads indicate Brachet’s cleft 
between not involuted and involuted tissue. H 
Bisection of the control embryo shown in D. 
Arrowheads indicate Brachet’s cleft. The 
arrowheads in A-D indicate the plane of bisection. Comparison of gene expression in control embryos 
and UV treated embryos. I, J The expression of the organizer gene Goosecoid (Gsc) at early 
gastrulation in an untreated control (I) and in an UV treated embryo (J). K, L The expression of the 
organizer gene Chordin (Chd) at mid to late gastrulation in an untreated control (K) and in an UV 
treated embryo (L). M The mesodermal marker Brachyury (Xbra) is expressed around the blastopore 
and in the forming notochord. N In UV treated embryos the Xbra expression around the blastopore is 
found, the notochordal expression is absent. O A cross section of an untreated control embryo 
labelled for lateral plate mesoderm with FoxF1 (stage 26). P A cross section of an UV treated embryo 
labelelled for the lateral plate mesoderm with FoxF1 (stage 26). 
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An efficient knock down of the organizer by UV irradiation 
UV irradiation has been found to be an efficient way of ventralizing Xenopus embryos. 
Prevention of cortical rotation results in a block of the dorsal Wnt pathway and of 
subsequent organizer formation (Larabell et al., 1997; Scharf and Gerhart, 1983; Vincent 
and Gerhart, 1987). UV irradiation may therefore be used to obtain embryos lacking an 
organizer. We characterized these ventralized embryos for aspects of gene expression and 
aspects of tissue movements to check the absence of the organizer and of its functions. 
Changes in morphogenesis have been reported in UV ventralized embryos (Mise and 
Wakahara, 1994). Using lineage labeled embryos, we analyzed, if, except for the organizer 
specific defects, gastrulation movements still take place. Especially involution, which 
places mesoderm underneath the ectoderm, might be important for AP patterning. In 
embryos expressing the convertible fluorescent protein EosFP, a portion of the mesodermal 
marginal zone was converted from green to red fluorescence at the beginning of 
gastrulation, as has been described previously (Wacker et al., 2006). These embryos are 
shown at an early gastrula stage (Figure 2 A, B) and at a late gastrula stage (Figure 2 C, D). 
The involution of mesoderm takes place in both, in non-treated and UV treated embryos. 
Cross sections demonstrate that the labeled mesoderm is internalized in both during 
gastrulation (Figure 2 G, H). Differences were found for the organizer related convergence 
and extension. Whereas in non-treated embryos the labeled spot elongates extensively 
(corresponding to convergence and extension of the notochordal precursors, Figure 2 C, G), 
this was dramatically reduced in UV treated embryos (Figure 2 D, H). The effect on 
blastopore formation and closure was also organizer related. In non-treated embryos the 
blastopore first forms on the dorsal side and then consecutively in lateral and ventral 
regions. In UV treated embryos the blastopore appeared as a complete ring at the time, 
when it formed on the ventral side in non-treated embryos. The blastopore then closed at 
about the same time in both, non-treated and UV treated embryos (not shown). We 
conclude that, except for the organizer specific morphogenetic movements, gastrulation 
movements in UV treated embryos are normal. 
By marker analysis of UV treated embryos, we find that under our conditions and in 
agreement with former studies (examples of which are (Pannese et al., 1995; Penzel et al., 
1997; Stoetzel et al., 1998)) organizer specific genes are not expressed. Neither goosecoid 
(shown at early gastrula stages in Figure 2 I, J) nor chordin (shown at late gastrula stages in 
Figure 2 K, L) are expressed in UV treated embryos, indicating the absence of an organizer 
during gastrulation. Non-organizer mesoderm is still present as it is shown by the early 
mesodermal marker brachyury (Figure 2 M, N). At tadpole stages this mesoderm was 
identified mainly as lateral plate mesoderm (expression of FoxF1 in cross sections, figure 2 
O, P). Other mesodermal tissues are strongly reduced or absent (notochordal brevican, 
somitic myoD, intermediate mesodermal XWnt-8, Supplement 1). As expected, the 
expression of neural and neural crest markers is reduced and correspondingly, the 
expression of an epidermal marker is expanded (Supplement 1). A set of AP positional 
markers is not detectable in UV ventralized embryos (Supplement 1 and (Wacker et al., 
2004a)). This indicates that beside the organizer-non-organizer asymmetry the AP pattern is 
also absent in UV treated embryos. 
Overall we find that organizer independent prerequisites for AP patterning (i.e. non-
organizer mesoderm formation and appropriate morphogenetic movements, see also 
(Wacker et al., 2004a)) were not affected by the UV treatment, whereas organizer specific 
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genes and functions were absent. This delivers the optimal experimental preconditions for 
our following experiments. 
Neural activation enables AP patterning by transformation without an organizer 
One of the organizer functions is neural activation. To study the importance of this function 
for AP pattern formation, we prevented formation of the organizer and thereby its functions 
by UV irradiation of early embryos. Then we neurally activated their ectoderm by injection 
of a combination of mRNAs encoding for a dominant negative BMP receptor (tBr) and a 
very low dose of FGF-4. This treatment suppressed epidermal fate in the ectoderm and 
efficiently promoted a neural fate (Linker and Stern, 2004; Delaune et al., 2004). To 
confirm that the injected mRNAs exclusively led to neural activation, we injected the same 
amounts of either tBr or FGF-4 mRNA’s alone. This gave the same results as described in 
(Delaune et al., 2004). Reduction of BMP signalling caused ectoderm to adopt a neural 
crest fate, very low doses of FGF-4 mRNA did not cause mesoderm induction or 
posteriorization (not shown).  
Embryos treated in this way were analyzed for mesodermal and ectodermal marker gene 
expression as well as for markers that show AP patterning. Since completely UV 
ventralized embryos do not have an organizer-non-organizer pattern, the resulting effects 
should be radially symmetric and can therefore be distinguished from the effects caused by 
partial ventralization, which should still show a organizer-non-organizer asymmetry. The 
absence of organizer both in ventralized embryos and in ventralized and neurally activated 
embryos, was confirmed by the reduction of staining of the organizer genes Goosecoid at 
early gastrulation (Figure 3 A-C) and of Chordin at later gastrulation (Figure 3 D-F). The 
Xbra expression pattern supported this, since the presumptive notochordal Xbra expression 
is absent in both, UV treated embryos and UV treated embryos injected with tBr and FGF-
4 mRNAs (Figure 3 G-I). The non-organizer mesodermal expression domain of Xbra is still 
present and even expanded in ventralized and neurally activated embryos, demonstrating 
that there was no reduction of non-organizer mesoderm (Figure 3 G-I). The ectoderm was 
analyzed for the expression of the neural marker Sox-2. Neural fate, which is absent in UV 
treated embryos, is brought back by the injection of tBr and FGF-4 mRNAs (Figure 3 J-L). 
However, organizer-non-organizer asymmetry is not restored, since Sox-2 has a radially 
symmetric expression. Concurrently the expanded epidermal fate (analyzed with XK81A1) 
in UV treated embryos is radially suppressed by additional injection of the animal cap with 
the mRNAs for tBr and FGF-4 (not shown). 
AP patterning, which is absent in UV treated embryos, is restored in UV treated embryos 
after injection of tBr and FGF-4 as the expression of Hox genes shows. The expression 
patterns of four different Hox genes (Hoxd-1, Hoxc-6, Hoxa-7, and Hoxb-9) were compared 
in non-treated embryos, in UV treated embryos, and in UV treated and tBr and FGF-4 
injected embryos. The characteristic patterns of these Hox genes along the AP axis are 
shown in non-treated embryos at early neurula stages (Figure 3 M, P) and late neurula 
stages (Figure 3 S, V). After UV irradiation, Hox gene expression is drastically reduced or 
absent (Figure 3 N, Q, T, W). The injection of mRNAs for tBr and FGF-4 into ectodermal 
precursors enables UV ventralized embryos to express these Hox genes again in their 
normal AP order (Figure 3 O, R, U, X). In contrast to non-treated embryos, the expression 
patterns are not restricted to the dorsal side, but appear in a radially symmetric pattern at 
their correct positions along the AP axis. 
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Fig. 3 Restoration of neural activation by injection of tBr and FGF-4 in predominantly ectodermal 
precursors of UV treated embryos results in AP patterning of embryos without Spemann organizer. 
The first column shows expression of different markers in untreated control embryos (CON). The 
second column shows expression of these markers in UV treated embryos (UV). The third column 
shows expression of these markers in UV treated embryos, which were animally injected with 
mRNAs for tBr and FGF-4 (UV+tBr/FGF-4). A, B, C Vegetal view of early gastrula embryos stained 
for the organizer gen Goosecoid (Gsc). In UV treated embryos gsc is not expressed. Its expression is 
not restored by the animal injection of tBr and FGF-4, indicating the remaining absence of an 
organizer. D, E, F Vegetal view of stage 11.5 embryos stained for Chordin (Chd), which normally is 
expressed in the organizer and the overlying neural floor plate. In UV treated embryos it is absent and 
not restored after tBr and FGF-4 mRNA injection into the animal pole, indicating the remaining 
absence of the organizer. G, H, I Expression of the mesodermal marker Brachyury (Xbra) at stage 
12.5 in the marginal zone around the blastopore and in the prospective notochord (arrowhead). The 
notochordal expression is absent in UV treated embryos and not restored after injection of tBr and 
FGF-4 mRNAs, again indicating the absence of the organizer. The non-organizer expression around 
the blastopore remains. J, K, L Sox-2 expression demarcates the neural plate in control embryos, and 
indicates the absence of neurectoderm in UV treated embryos (stage 15). After injection of tBr and 
FGF-4 into the animal region of UV treated embryos, almost all ectoderm shows Sox-2 expression. 
M, N, O Hoxd-1, which is expressed up to the level of the posterior portion of hindbrain, is absent in 
UV treated embryos, but is mildly restored after injection of tBr and FGF-4 mRNAs in ectodermal 
precursors of UV treated embryos (stage 15). P, Q, R Hoxc-6, which is expressed along the spinal 
cord, is depleted in UV treated embryos. Expression is restored after injection of tBr and FGF-4 
mRNA in the animal blastomeres of UV treated embryos (stage 15). S, T, U Hoxa-7 expression along 
the spinal cord of control embryos (stage 18) is depleted in UV treated embryos, but is restored after 
injection of tBr and FGF-4 mRNA in animal blastomeres of UV treated embryos. V, W, X Hoxb-9 
expression along the posterior spinal cord of control embryos (stage 18) is depleted in UV treated 
embryos, but is restored after injection of tBr and FGF-4 mRNA in animal blastomeres of UV treated 
embryos. 
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Fig. 4 The Spemann organizer function for AP 
patterning in Wrap assays can be replaced by 
neural activation. A, B, C Wraps containing 
both, organizer and non-organizer mesoderm 
(AC+SO+NOM) express Hoxd-1 (A), Hoxd-4 
(B) and Hoxb-9 (C) in the ectoderm. D, E, F 
Wraps containing exclusively non-organizer 
mesoderm (AC+NOM) do not express Hoxd-1, 
Hoxd-4, or Hoxb-9. The same observation was 
made for Wraps containing exclusively 
organizer mesoderm (not shown). G, H, I Neural 
activation by tBr and FGF-4 mRNA in the 
ectoderm of wraps without mesodermal implants 
(AC(tBr/FGF)) does not result in expression of 
Hoxd-1, Hoxd-4, or Hoxb-9. J, K, L  tBr and 
FGF-4 mRNA injection to neurally activate 
ectoderm of Wraps containing non-organizer 
mesoderm (AC(tBr/FGF)+NOM) replaces the 
organizer function for induction of the 




Fig. 5 Ectopic areas of neural activation after 
injection of tBr and FGF-4 in a ventral animal 
blastomere at 32-cell stage show AP patterning gene 
expression independent of the organizer. A, G 
Lineage tracing with GFP (arrowheads) after 
coinjection of the mRNAs of tBr, FGF-4, and 
EGFP. A shows a ventrolateral view at stage 18. 
The head is to the left. B The embryo from A after 
in situ hybridization for the neural marker Sox-2 
shows ectopic ventrolateral Sox-2 expression 
(arrowhead). C Ectopic expression of tBr and FGF-
4 results in an ectopic Hoxd-1 domain at stage 18 
(arrowhead). D Ectopic expression of tBr and FGF-
4 results in an ectopic Hoxd-4 domain at stage 18 
(arrowhead). E Ectopic expression of tBr and FGF-4 
results in an ectopic Hoxc-6 domain at stage 18 
(arrowhead). F Ectopic expression of tBr  and FGF-
4 results in an ectopic Hoxb-9 domain at stage 18 
(arrowhead). G shows a lateral view at stage 28. The 
head is up and ventral to the left. The arrowhead indicates the GFP domain. H Lateral view of a 
normal embryo at stage 30 showing Hoxd-4 expression. I Lateral view of an injected embryo at stage 
30 showing an ectopic ventral patch of Hoxd-4 expression (arrowhead). 
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Fig. 6 Inhibition of neural activation 
in presence of an organizer strongly 
affects AP pattern formation. mRNA 
of the constitutively active BMP 
receptor hAlk-6 was injected into 
predominantly ectodermal precursors 
of the left side (arrowheads). A, B. 
Presence of the early Gsc expression 
in a non-injected control embryo 
(CON) and in a hAlk-6 injected 
embryo (Alk-6). C, D Presence of 
Chd expression in a non-injected 
control embryo and in a hAlk-6 
injected embryo at the end of 
gastrulation. E, F Expression of the 
mesodermal marker Xbra in the 
organizer tissue of the presumptive 
notochord, both in a non-injected 
control, and in a hAlk-6 injected 
embryo. G, H The posterior marker 
Xwnt-8 remains in its domain on the 
injected side. (E,F) I, J The neural marker Sox-2 is expressed in the whole neural plate of control 
embryos, but it is drastically reduced after hAlk-6 injection. G, H Expression of Hoxd-1. I, J 
Expression of Hoxc-6. K, L Expression of Hoxb-9.  
These results are supported by experiments using wrap assays. A wrap containing both, 
organizer mesoderm and non-organizer mesoderm expresses Hox genes in the surrounding 
ectoderm (shown for Hoxd-1, Hoxd-4, and Hoxb-9 in Figure 4 A-C). Absence of the 
organizer in such wraps disables the expression of these Hox genes (Figure D-F). This can 
be rescued by the injection of tBr and FGF-4 to get neural activation without an organizer 
(Figure 4 J-L), even though the injection of these neuralizing factors does not result in Hox 
gene expression in the absence of mesoderm (Figure 4 
G-I). 
 
Fig. 7 Inhibition of neural activation by ectodermal 
expression of the constitutive active BMP receptor hAlk-6 in 
wrap assays affects the ectodermal AP patterning. A 
Expression of Hoxd-1 (arrowheads) in wraps containing 
both, organizer and non-organizer mesoderm surrounded by 
non-injected ectoderm (AC+SO+NOM). B Inhibition of 
neural activation by injection of hAlk-6 in the ectoderm of 
such wraps (AC(Alk)+SO+NOM) results in the repression 
of Hoxd-1 expression. C Expression of Hoxc-6 (arrowheads) 
in wraps containing organizer and non-organizer mesoderm 
surrounded by non-injected ectoderm. D Inhibition of neural 
activation in the ectoderm of such wraps results in 
repression of Hoxc-6 expression. E Expression of Hoxb-9 
(arrowheads) in wraps containing organizer and non-
organizer mesoderm surrounded by non-injected ectoderm. 
F Inhibition of neural activation in the ectoderm of such 
wraps results in the repression of Hoxb-9 expression. 
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To further test the importance of neural activation to enable the expression of AP positional 
markers, we ectopically expressed tBr and FGF-4 in embryos as far away from the 
organizer as possible. For this purpose, we injected these mRNAs at the 32-cell stage into 
the A4-blastomere (i.e. animal tier, opposite to the prospective organizer). Using GFP for 
lineage tracing, we selected embryos at late neurula stages, which showed the label 
exclusively outside of the central nervous system (Figure 5 A). Ectopic Sox-2 expression 
indicates that ectopic neural activation has taken place (Figure 5 B). In such embryos 
domains of ectopic Hox gene expression were detected as it is shown for Hoxd-1 (Figure 5 
C), Hoxd-4 (Figure 5 D), Hoxc-6 (Figure 5 E), and Hoxb-9 (Figure 5 F). In tadpoles 
selected for a ventral localization of the GFP label (Figure 5 G), the coinjection of tBr and 
FGF-4 resulted in small ectopic expression domains (shown for Hoxd-4, Figure 5 I) 
compared to embryos GFP-injected without these mRNAs (Figure 5 H). 
Overall, we find that neural activation independent of an organizer in UV treated embryos, 
in wraps, and on the ventral side of normal embryos caused expression of AP positional 
markers. This demonstrates that AP patterning occurs independently of other organizer 
functions, when neural activation takes place.  
 
Inhibition of neural activation in presence of all other organizer functions disables 
neural transformation 
If neural activation is a crucial organizer function for AP patterning, then preventing neural 
activation without affecting other functions of the organizer should result in an inhibition of 
neural transformation. To test this, formation of neural tissue was inhibited by activation of 
the BMP signaling pathway in the dorsal ectoderm. This was achieved by expression of a 
constitutively active BMP receptor (hAlk-6) in ectodermal precursors. The hAlk-6 mRNA 
was injected into the predominantly ectodermal precursors on one side of each embryo. The 
non-injected side was used as an internal control. In addition, the expression patterns of 
non-injected embryos were analyzed to exclude effects of the injected side on the 
uninjected side.  From the lineage fate of the injected cells it can not be excluded that 
mesodermal cells are affected as well as the ectoderm. Therefore in situ hybridizations 
detecting organizer gene expression at early and late gastrula stages were performed to 
exclude an absence of the organizer and accordingly of organizer functions other than 
neural activation. The expression patterns of Goosecoid and Chordin demonstrate that the 
injection of hAlk-6 mRNA does not abolish organizer formation (Figure 6 A-D). This is 
supported by the expression of Xbra in the prospective notochord, originating from the 
organizer (Figure 6 E, F). Both the posterior expression domains of Xbra (Figure 6 E, F) 
and of XWnt-8 (Figure 6 G, H) are only slightly affected, contradicting extensive effects of 
our treatment on non-organizer mesoderm. However, neural activation is inhibited on the 
injected side as it is shown by the reduction of the expression of the pan-neural marker Sox-
2 to a rudimentary posterior domain (Figure 6 I, J). Blocking neural activation results in 
down-regulation of the analyzed Hox genes Hoxd-1 (Figure 6 K, L), Hoxc-6 (Figure 6 M, 
N), and Hoxb-9 (Figure 6 O, P). This indicates that AP patterning is prevented, if neural 
activation is not taking place.As an alternative experimental approach we used the wrap 
assay to show that blocking neural activation in the ectoderm blocked expression of AP 
patterning genes, even though both organizer and non-organizer mesoderm are present. 
This approach also completely restricts the effect of Alk6 injection to the ectoderm and 
excludes an direct effect of the injection on the mesoderm. We injected hAlk-6 mRNA into 
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whole embryos to disable neural activation. Ectodermal animal caps from these embryos 
were used to make wraps containing both organizer and non-organizer mesoderm from not 
injected embryos. Wrap assays containing both types of mesoderm normally express 
different Hox genes in the ectoderm (Figure 7 A, C, E). When hAlk-6 expressing ectoderm 
was used to wrap the organizer and non-organizer mesoderm, the expression of Hox genes 
was completely disabled (Figure 7 B, D, F). 
We conclude that prevention of neural activation in embryos and in wraps by expression of 
hAlk-6 in the ectoderm disables AP patterning, even though the other organizer functions 
are still present. 
 
Discussion 
The organizer induces anterior parts of the AP pattern 
Organizer functions including self-differentiation, morphogenesis, and inductive signaling 
have been found to be involved in different embryonic events including the formation of an 
AP pattern (Harland and Gerhart, 1997). The role of the organizer in the formation of an 
AP pattern is not fully understood. Evidently, embryos without an organizer (e.g., UV 
ventralized embryos) fail to form an AP pattern, see introduction and Supplement 1). 
Within the organizer itself, only a very limited AP pattern has been identified, namely a 
separation in head, trunk, and tail (Zoltewicz and Gerhart, 1997; Glinka et al., 1997; 
Lemaire and Kodjabachian, 1996). This makes imprinting of a complex AP pattern with 
many positional values from the organizer to overlying ectoderm unlikely. Two 
“imprinted” positional values (e.g. head and trunk) could still be a starting position for the 
subsequent formation of a more distinct pattern in the neurectoderm (Gamse and Sive, 
2001). However, this pattern remains incomplete, if influences from non-organizer 
mesoderm are eliminated (Wacker et al., 2004a; Wessely et al., 2001). In our experiments, 
the organizer only induces the most anterior positions including forebrain- and midbrain 
levels. More posterior positions represented by AP marker genes, including Krox-20 and a 
set of Hox genes, were not found. Proceeding from the three-step model of AP patterning 
this demonstrates that the organizer itself mediates activation and stabilization. It does not 
establish transformation and AP patterning of the trunk. 
The organizer function “neural activation” generates ectodermal competence to form an 
AP pattern along the trunk 
Even though the organizer does not directly produce the signals responsible for neural 
transformation, our experiments demonstrate that at least one of its functions is necessary to 
enable the ectodermal expression of posterior positional markers (see above and (Wacker et 
al., 2004a)). The absence of the organizer and its functions disables transformation in whole 
embryos (e.g. UV ventralized embryos) and in Wrap assays. To analyze which of the 
organizer functions is responsible for this, we manipulated the function of neural activation 
(also called neural induction or neuralization (Vonica and Brivanlou, 2006)) without 
affecting the other functions of the organizer. Neural activation was achieved by 
manipulating the BMP and FGF signal transduction pathways mainly in the ectoderm as 
has been described in the recent literature (Linker and Stern, 2004; Delaune et al., 2004). 
Enabling neural activation in the absence of the organizer leads to the formation of stable 
neural tissue, which can be transformed by signals not originating from the organizer. We 
have shown that disabling neural activation without inhibition of other organizer functions 
is sufficient to prevent the expression of posterior marker genes. Gain of function and loss 
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of function experiments demonstrate that neural activation and stabilization by the 
organizer are necessary and sufficient to enable AP patterning of the trunk by organizer 
independend signals. The observation that under certain conditions AP patterning can occur 
in the absence of an organizer has been made in the mouse and zebrafish as well, although 
it was not clear, if the organizer was completely absent in these embryos (Ang and Rossant, 
1994; Ober and Schulte-Merker, 1999). 
The non-organizer mesoderm and its role in AP pattern formation 
Two sources of AP patterning signals resulting in expression of AP positional markers can 
be distinguished. First, the head portion of the organizer induces markers that are relevant 
for forebrain and midbrain, e.g. Xotx-2 or En-2 (above and (Blitz and Cho, 1995; Hemmati-
Brivanlou et al., 1990)). Second, the non-organizer mesoderm has been described in 
different vertebrates as a signal source, establishing more posterior positional values of the 
trunk (i.e. hindbrain and spinal cord, for references see introduction). For this second 
portion of the AP pattern, neural activation is an indispensable element. Ectopic neural 
activation independent of an organizer allows ectopic expression of AP patterning genes, if 
non-organizer mesoderm is present. The loss of neural activation prevents expression of AP 
patterning genes even in presence of both, the organizer and the non-organizer mesoderm. 
We recently proposed a model that describes amphibian trunk AP patterning during 
gastrulation (time space translator model, (Wacker et al., 2004a)). This model describes that 
AP identities arise in the non-organizer mesoderm in a domain defined by the presence of 
Xbra and BMP signaling (Wacker et al., 2004b). Due to morphogenetic movements, 
mesodermal cells with particular AP identities leave this domain at different times and 
move nearer to the organizer. Under influence of the organizer, their AP identities also 
appear in an adjacent neurectodermal domain. Stripes with different AP identities are 
thereby created within the neurectoderm along the AP axis. A connection between 
appearance of an AP pattern and morphogenetic movements has recently been described for 
chicken (Iimura and Pourquie, 2006), although there it is postulated that the appearance of 
the Hox genes control morphogenetic movements and not vice versa. 
In our model, the organizer has different functions. First it controls morphogenetic 
movements that are necessary to bring mesodermal cells close to the organizer (i.e. by 
convergence and extension) and in contact with the ectoderm (by involution). These 
adjacencies are necessary to allow the expression of AP patterning genes in the ectoderm. 
From the data presented here, we conclude that a second function of the organizer in our 
model is neural activation and stabilization, thereby enabling the ectoderm to process 
transforming signals from the non-organizer mesoderm and generate an AP pattern along 
the trunk. 
Concluding remarks 
The central question in this paper is the role of the Spemann organizer in AP patterning of 
the trunk. The organizer itself does not establish a complete AP pattern, but only a limited 
stretch from anterior to the midbrain-hindbrain boundary. Our experiments have shown that 
one essential function of the organizer for AP patterning of the trunk is to make the 
ectoderm competent to respond to AP patterning signals from other sources. Our approach 
of bringing back single organizer functions into embryos without an organizer 
demonstrated that neural activation of the ectoderm is necessary and sufficient to provide 
this competence of the ectoderm to receive the signals that lead to transformation and 
formation of a complete and stable AP pattern in the trunk region of the body axis. 
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Materials and methods 
Handling and treating embryos 
Embryos were staged according to Nieuwkoop and Faber (Nieuwkoop and Faber, 1956). In 
vitro fertilization, embryo culture, operation techniques, mRNA injection, and culture of 
recombined explants were carried out as previously described (Wacker et al., 2000; 
Winklbauer, 1990). Ventralization with UV light was described previously (Scharf and 
Gerhart, 1983). 
For lineage labelling the light convertible fluorescent protein EosFP was injected into 
whole embryos. Procedures for injection, conversion and analysis of this protein have been 
recently described  (Wacker et al., 2006). At very early gastrulation the organizer or a 
corresponding area of the mesodermal marginal zone were converted from green to red. At 
the end of gastrulation whole embryos or bisected embryos were analyzed. 
To prevent neural activation in ectodermal cells, 10 nl of hAlk-6 mRNA (25 pg/nl) was 
injected in the two animal blastomeres on the left side of stage 4 embryos. To achieve 
neural activation, 10 nl of a mix of tBr (25 pg/nl) and FGF-4 (0.004 pg/nl) was injected 
into the 4 animal blastomeres of UV treated stage 4 embryos. Alternatively 2 nl of this 
tBr/FGF-4 mRNA mix was injected into the A4 blastomere (Dale and Slack, 1987) of a 32 
cell normal embryo. To trace injections, GFP mRNA was coinjected. The mRNAs for 
injection were generated from plasmids: tBr64T, (dominant negative BMP receptor) (Graff 
et al., 1994); pCS2FGF-4 (made as described in (Delaune et al., 2004)); pCS2ALK6HA 
(constitutively active hALK6) (kind gift from Peter ten Dijke, described in (Wacker et al., 
2004b)); pCS2EGFP; and pCS2+MT-d2EosFP (Wacker et al., 2006). 
Wrap assays 
Microsurgery was carried out using hair knives. Explants and transplantations were done in 
MBS. The wrap assay is based on previously described experiments (Zoltewicz and 
Gerhart, 1997; Wacker et al., 2004a). Organizer mesoderm and non-organizer mesoderm 
was explanted at stage 10. The size of an explant corresponds to an angle of less than 30° of 
the marginal zone and a height of about 10 epithelial cells. After removing the epithelial 
layer and keeping these explants for a few minutes in MBS, they were placed between two 
animal cap explants, which had been cut immediately before to prevent curling. Wraps 
were cultivated in MBS for about 30 min and then transferred to 10% MBS. They were 
fixed for in situ hybridization at late gastrula and neurula stages of sibling embryos, when 
ectodermal expression of the marker genes is known to be strong. For photographing wraps 
were bisected across the implants. 
For fluorescent labelled wraps embryos were injected with EosFP as described before (see 
above and (Wacker et al., 2006)). At the beginning of gastrulation the EosFP in the 
organizer domain was converted to red. A piece of converted organizer mesoderm and a 
piece of labelled, but not converted, non-organizer mesoderm (green) were implanted in 
unlabelled ectoderm at early gastrulation and analyzed at early neurulation. 
Detection of gene expression 
Whole mount in situ hybridization (WISH) was performed as previously described (Wacker 
et al., 2004a). For wrap assays, embryos were cut with a razorblade after WISH. Antisense, 
DIG-labeled transcripts were prepared from the following plasmids: a 1109 bp Sox-2 
fragment in pBluescript SK(+); cDNA clone AGENCOURT_10482135 (Sox-3); pNPG152 
(nrp-1) (Richter et al., 1990); pBS”HD-anti” (Xotx-2) (Blitz and Cho, 1995); a 1500-bp 
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Engrailed-2 cDNA (En-2) (Hemmati-Brivanlou et al., 1991); a 1400-bp Krox-20 fragment 
(Bradley et al., 1993); xHoxlab1 (Hoxd-1) (Sive and Cheng, 1991); cDNA clone XL094l20 
(NIBB) (Hoxd-4);a 998-bp Hoxc-6 fragment in pGEM1; Xhox-36.1 (Hoxa-7) (Condie and 
Harland, 1987); a 470-bp Hoxb-9 fragment in pGEM3; pSP73Xbra (Smith et al., 1991); 
pCS2Chd (Sasai et al., 1994); pCS2Gsc (Gsc); pCSWnt8b (Wnt8) (Cui et al., 1995); 
pCS2FoxF1 (Köster et al., 1999); Brevican (Xbcan) (Sander et al., 2001); MyoD (Hopwood 
et al., 1989); a 807 bp fragment containing the ORF of Xenopus Snail cloned in 
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Supplemental figure Marker analysis of UV treated embryos. A The marker Sox-2 demarkates the 
neural plate in untreated control embryos (CON) at stage 17 B Sox-2 is absent in UV treated embryos 
(UV). C The marker Xsna demarcates the neural crest of non-treated control embryos (arrowheads). D 
In UV treated embryos Xsna is not expressed indicating the absence of neural crest. E The epidermal 
marker XK81A1 is expressed in non-neural ectoderm of non-treated control embryos. F In UV treated 
embryos XK81A1 is expressed in all ectodermal cells indicating the absence of the neural plate. G 
Cross sections show that brevican (Xbcan) is expressed in the notochord (arrowhead) of non-treated 
control embryos at stage 26, which originates from the organizer. H In cross sections of UV treated 
embryos of an identical stage no Xbcan is found. I The somitic mesoderm marker MyoD is expressed 
in the forming somites on both sides of the dorsal midline in non-treated control embryos at stage 
12.5. J In UV treated embryos the MyoD expression is reduced to a small domain around the 
blastopore. K Cross sections of non-treated control embryos at stage 26 show Xwnt-8 expression 
(arrowheads) in the intermediate mesoderm. L In cross sections of UV treated embryos Xwnt-8 
(arrowheads) is expressed as a stripe around the blastopore indicating that there is still intermediate 
mesoderm. M, N Xotx-2 expression in the head mesoderm and the anterior portion of the neural plate 
is downregulated in UV treated embryos indicating the absence of organizer derived head mesoderm 
and of neural activation. O In non-treated control embryos (stage 20, anterior view) En-2 expression 
demarcates the mid-/hindbrain boundary. P In UV treated embryos the En-2 expression is absent. Q 
Hoxd-4 is expressed along the spinal cord in non-treated control embryos (stage 20, anterior view). R 
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The hindbrain region of the vertebrate central nervous system (CNS) presents a complex 
regionalisation. It consists of 7-8 distinct morphological segments called rhombomeres, each 
with a unique identity provided by combinations of transcription factors. One class of 
signalling molecules, retinoids, have been shown to be crucial for hindbrain patterning through 
direct trans-activation of Hox genes in the neuroectoderm. However, how this morphogen acts 
is not yet fully understood. Here, we show that the retinoid receptor antagonist AGN193109 
causes a posterior hindbrain defect in Xenopus, comparable to that seen in other vertebrates. 
We showed that this defect arises during gastrulation. Blocking endogenous retinoid activity 
during gastrulation causes downregulation of the most 3' Hox genes (paralogues 1-5) in 
gastrula neuroectoderm, but their initial activation in gastrula non-organiser mesoderm is 
unaffected. Similar results were obtained in avian embryos: Vitamin A-deficient quail embryos 
have defective expression of 3’ Hox genes (i.e. Hoxb1, Hoxb4) in the neural tube, but their 
early expression in the primitive streak and emerging paraxial and lateral mesoderm, is not 
affected. In Xenopus, depletion of retinoids from mesoderm by targeted injection of mRNAs 
for the retinoic acid catabolising enzyme xCYP26 and the cellular retinoic acid binding protein 
xCRABP blocks 3’ Hox gene expression in the overlying neuroectoderm. We propose that 
gastrula’s non-organiser mesoderm and its later derivative, the paraxial mesoderm, is the 




There is much evidence that signalling via active retinoids (vitamin A metabolites) is important 
for early patterning events during development of the vertebrate central nervous system (CNS) 
(reviewed in (Durston et al., 1998)). Vertebrate embryos go through a sensitive period, starting 
during gastrulation, when the developing CNS is drastically posteriorised by exposure to the 
active retinoid all-trans-retinoic acid (RA) (Avantaggiato et al., 1996; Durston et al., 1989; Sive 
et al., 1990). This agent mimics the action of an endogenous intercellular signal which patterns 
the developing CNS at this stage (Doniach, 1995; Durston et al., 1998; Lumsden and 
Krumlauf, 1996a). Key regulatory genes involved in CNS patterning are transactivated directly 
in neuroectoderm by specific binding of retinoic acid receptor (RAR) and retinoid receptor 
(RXR) heterodimers to retinoic acid responsive elements (RAREs) (Marshall et al., 1996). 
Among the retinoid targets are the Hox genes, which are crucial for patterning the posterior 
CNS (hindbrain and spinal cord). Retinoid-regulated Hox genes are situated 3' in Hox clusters 
(Durston et al., 1998; Gavalas and Krumlauf, 2000; Lumsden and Krumlauf, 1996b). Members 
of Hox paralogue groups (pg) 1-5 are activated by ectopic RA, while members of pg 6-9 are 
not (Bel-Vialar et al., 2002; Godsave et al., 1998a). 
To identify developmental functions of retinoids, one approach is to examine the consequences 
of blocking retinoid signalling. This has been possible by a variety of approaches in different 
vertebrates, for example: vitamin A starvation in quails (Maden et al., 1996), blocking 
RAR/RXR transactivation by ectopic expression of dominant negative RAR receptors in 
Xenopus (Kolm et al., 1997; Blumberg et al., 1997; van der Wees et al., 1998), blocking 
synthesis of active retinoids by mutation of the mouse gene for the enzyme retinal 
dehydrogenase 2 (Raldh2) (Niederreither et al., 1999; Niederreither et al., 2000) or mutation of 
the zebrafish Raldh2 gene (Begemann at al., 2001; Grandel et al., 2002), overexpression of the 
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RA catabolising enzyme CYP26 in Xenopus and zebrafish (Hollemann et al., 1998; Kudoh et 
al., 2002) and applying RAR/RXR synthetic inactive ligands that competitively prevent normal 
RA binding in chick and zebrafish (Dupe and Lumsden, 2001; Hernandez et al., 2007). All of 
these studies uncovered a common phenotype caused by loss of retinoid signalling in early 
vertebrate embryos: lack of segmentation of the posterior hindbrain (rhombomeres (r) 5-8) and 
transformation of this tissue into more anterior hindbrain. Therefore retinoid signalling is 
essential for patterning the posterior hindbrain. 
A conserved set of retiniod synthesis pathway genes have been implicated directly in laying 
down the basic organisation of the vertebrate hindbrain. Among these are genes for vitamin A 
metabolic enzymes (Hernandez et al., 2001), as well as a network of transcription factors that 
appear to set up the boundaries between, and the identities of, different rhombomeres (Vesque 
et al., 1996; Helmbacher et al., 1998, Theil et al., 1998).  Hox genes and their collinear 
expression appear to have a prominent role in hindbrain regionalisation. They (at least the most 
3’ genes of each cluster) are expressed very early in development, in the dorsal neuroectoderm 
of the gastrula, preceding other genes that have been implicated in hindbrain patterning. During 
this early activation, Hox transcripts are detectable not only in the neuroectoderm but also and 
even earlier, in the mesoderm. Surprisingly, little attention has been given to this initial phase 
of Hox expression and much less to hox gene expression in the early gastrula non-organiser 
mesoderm. Most work to date has concentrated on the later role of Hox genes in patterning the 
hindbrain, while the mesoderm itself has only been studied later, as a source of signals that 
pattern the overlying hindbrain: heterotopic grafts in avian embryos demonstrated that 
morphogens emanating from the somites (including RA) are needed to set up the right pattern 
in the adjacent rhombomeres (Itasaki et al., 1996; Gould et al., 1998). Nevertheless, these 
experiments were performed long after gastrulation, during somite stages and it has not been 
investigated whether the early activation of Hox genes or retinoid signalling from the early 
gastrula non-organiser mesoderm play a role in hindbrain patterning. 
On the other hand, it is also important to reveal the inductive events that lead to appropriate 
Hox expression in the early mesoderm. Indeed, misexpression of some Hox genes brings about 
homeotic transformations in mesodermal derivatives, such as changes in vertebral identity 
(Ramirez-Solis et al., 1993; Rijli et al., 1995; Subramanian et al., 1995). Interestingly, it was 
recently shown by means of mutations in regulatory regions of both Hoxa-10 and Hoxa-11 that 
these genes specify the identity of the corresponding vertebrae by their expression in the 
presomitic mesoderm, rather than in the somites that derive from it (Carapuço et al., 2005), 
emphasising the importance of the earliest phase of Hox expression in the mesoderm. 
Here we blocked retinoid function during early development of Xenopus laevis. The synthetic 
retinoid AGN193109 (AGN) has been characterised as being a high affinity antagonist for all 
three RAR receptor subtypes (Agarwal et al., 1996). We find that when added to Xenopus 
embryos during gastrulation, AGN causes a mid-axial/hindbrain phenotype: from neurula 
stages, this resembles the posterior hindbrain phenotypes previously obtained by other 
approaches (see above), confirming the effectiveness of this reagent for abrogating retinoid 
signalling. We then investigate the origin of this mid-axial defect in the CNS during Xenopus 
development and find that AGN does not affect the very earliest Hox gene expression in (non-
organiser) mesoderm. Vitamin A-deficient (VAD) quail embryos (deprived of maternal supply 
of vitamin A and therefore unable to synthesise retinoids) display a similar phenotype. 
Towards the end of gastrulation, AGN treatment causes loss of expression of mid-axial genes 
in neuroectoderm. At this stage and in the early neurula, the defect is more extensive than that 
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seen later, at the late neurula stage; by then, the early phenotype is partly repaired, resulting in a 
more localised defect. 
These results indicate that retinoids are involved in mediating information transfer from 
mesoderm to neuroectoderm during gastrulation, perhaps corresponding to the transformation 
signal in Nieuwkoop's activation-transformation model of CNS patterning (Nieuwkoop, 1952). 
To test this we blocked retinoid function in gastrula mesoderm by ectopic expression in 
mesodermal cells (but not neuroectodermal cells) of the RA catabolic enzyme xCYP26 and the 
RA binding protein xCRABP. This blocks neuroectodermal expression of hindbrain (3’) Hox 
genes, supporting the idea that retinoid function in mesoderm is required for patterning of the 
adjacent neuroectoderm. 
We propose that in Xenopus the identity of the posterior hindbrain (r4-8) is acquired during 
gastrulation, that retinoids are necessary for the correct patterning of this region of the CNS by 
regulating the expression of Hox genes in specific rhombomeres (pg 1-5) and that earlier 
expression of the same genes in the underlying non-organiser mesoderm is not affected by 
retinoid loss of function.  Thus, initiation of Hox expression, which takes place in the non-
organiser mesoderm during early gastrulation, is RA-independent.  We therefore suggest that 




The general retinoid antagonist AGN193109 impairs retinoid signalling 
To assess the effect of the RAR antagonist AGN on retinoid signalling in early Xenopus, 
embryos were injected with a DR-5-TATA-luciferase reporter and the embryos then treated 
with 10-6 M AGN or 10-6 M RA during gastrulation. Luciferase activity after antagonist 
treatment decreased to 30% of that measured in untreated or carrier (0.1% DMSO) treated 
embryos, whereas it increased nearly 4-fold after treatment with 10-6 M RA (see Figure 7 in 
Supplementary data). These results show that AGN impairs retinoid signalling in vivo. 
We investigated if AGN can inhibit teratogenicity of exogenously applied RA (Fig. 1A). As 
previously described, treatment of gastrula stage embryos with 10-6 M RA causes severe 
anterior truncations, lost or reduced eyes and a reduced cement gland (Durston et al., 1989; 
Sive et al., 1990). However, co-application of 10-6 M RA with 10-6 M AGN rescues the 
development of eye pigment and cement gland, similar to embryos treated with AGN only; 
whereas co-application of 10-7M AGN with 10-6M RA yielded an intermediate rescue. 
These results show that AGN can antagonise RA teratogenicity. Furthermore, treatments 
with 10-7M AGN or 10-6M alone caused increasing shortening of the A-P axis. 
Retinoid loss of function by the general retinoid antagonist AGN generates mid-axial 
defects 
The luciferase assay above showed that treatment with 10-6 M AGN not only interferes with 
the effects of exogenously applied RA, but also causes a decrease in endogenous retinoid 
signalling. This predicts that AGN treatment should also cause an axial patterning 
phenotype similar to those previously observed using diverse RA loss of function 
approaches. We used immunohistochemistry with the antineural antibodies 2G9 (Jones and 
Woodland, 1989a) and Xen-1 (Ruiz I Altaba, 1992a) and confocal microscopy to analyse 
changes in the morphology of the tadpole (st. 45) CNS caused by AGN treatment. 
Examination of the brain revealed a compressed prosencephalon and mesencephalon. The 
anterior hindbrain is slightly enlarged and properly segmented, rhombomeres 4 and 5 are 
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quite normal in size but less distinctly segmented, whereas rhombomeres 6, 7 and 8 are 
truncated or absent (Fig. 1B). These findings confirm that AGN causes posterior hindbrain 
defects similar to those seen using other methods to deplete retinoid signalling. 
The definitive hindbrain defect caused by AGN treatment is established by the late 
neurula 
We examined the developmental changes in the patterning of the CNS caused by blocking 
retinoid signalling. By the end of neurulation (st. 20), we observed the following effects of 
AGN (Fig. 2A-G): the Hoxb-1 anterior domain, normally restricted to the prospective r4, 
expands towards the future spinal cord (Fig. 2A). In contrast, the Hoxd-3 expression 
domain (r5-6) is reduced as compared to control embryos (Fig. 2B). Hoxb-4 expression 
becomes undetectable in the presumptive hindbrain and the distance between the En-2 
stripe at the mid-/hindbrain boundary and the anterior Krox-20 stripe (r3) increases, 
indicating an enlargement of r1-2 (Fig. 2C). In control embryos, Hoxa-5 is expressed in two 
stripes in the future anterior spinal cord and posterior hindbrain; both stripes disappear after 
AGN treatment (Fig. 2D). On the other hand, retinoid depletion expands the normal Hoxc-6 
expression domain anteriorly (prospective spinal cord), but its intensity appears unaffected 
(Fig. 2E). Expression of Otx-2 and Xcad3 (markers of fore- midbrain and posterior spinal 
cord domains, respectively) suggests a slight reduction of the overall hindbrain length as 
compared to normal embryos (Fig. 2F). Expression of XlPOU2 (r2; Fig. 2G) and Krox-20 
(r3/r5; Fig. 2C,E) show an enlarged anterior hindbrain (r1-3); the gap of XlPOU2 
expression between 
prospective r2 and r4 is also 
expanded, consistent with the 
expanded anterior Krox-20 
stripe (r3). Interestingly, the 
r5 stripe of Krox-20 becomes 
thicker in AGN treated 
embryos (compare  
with st. 13 in Fig. 2L,M). 
The XlPOU2 stripe 
associated with r4 is no 
longer distinguishable, as it 
fuses with the spinal cord 
domain, from which it is 
separated by a small gap in 
control embryos (Fig. 2G).  
 
Fig. 1. (A) The RAR antagonist AGN rescues the RA phenotype.  
Xenopus laevis embryos incubated in 10-6 M RA show anterior truncations. Embryos incubated in 10-
6 M and 10-7 M AGN show a shorter hindbrain area and a large heart oedema with the phenotype 
being more severe at 10-6 M. When embryos are incubated in equal concentrations (10-6 M) of RA 
and AGN the resulting phenotype is more like the AGN phenotype. When 10-6 M RA is combined 
with 10-7 M AGN the phenotype is more like an RA phenotype. NT (control). (B) AGN treatment 
caused severe brain malformations. CLSM images of stage 45 tadpole brains labelled with Xen1 and 
2G9 antibodies. (A) Control embryo, treated with 0.1% DMSO. (B) 10-6 M AGN treated embryos (fb: 
forebrain; mb: midbrain; hb: hindbrain, rn refer to rhombomere numbers). In AGN treated embryos, 
the number of rhombomeres was reduced to 4 or 5.  
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Co-staining for Krox-20 and Hoxc-6 confirms that the posterior hindbrain region is severely 
shortened after AGN treatment (Fig. 2E). The correlation between these expression pattern 
changes and the malformations observed in the future hindbrain of AGN-treated embryos 
suggests that the action of retinoid signalling on gross A-P patterning of the hindbrain is 












Fig. 2. Top panel shows whole-mount in situ hybridizations (wISH) on st. 20 Xenopus laevis embryos 
(A-F). The upper row shows non-treated embryos (indicated by control) and the bottom embryo is 
treated with 10-6 M AGN (indicated by AGN). All views are dorsal and anterior at the top. (A) Hoxb-
1, arrowhead indicates hindbrain expression; (B) Hoxd-3, arrowhead indicates hindbrain expression; 
(C) En2, Krox-20 and Hoxb-4, top arrowhead indicates En stripe, bottom arrowheads indicate Krox-
20 stripes and bar indicates Hoxb-4 stripe; (D) Hoxa-5, arrowhead indicates hindbrain expression and 
bar indicates spinal cord expression; (E) Krox-20 and Hoxc-6, arrowhead indicates posterior Krox-20 
stripe, bar indicates Hoxc-6 expression; (F) Otx-2 and Xcad3, bar indicates gap between Otx-2 
(anterior) and Xcad3 (posterior) expression patterns; (G) XlPOU2, arrowhead indicates hindbrain 
expression and bar indicates spinal cord expression.  
Bottom panel shows whole-mount in situ hybridizations on st. 13 Xenopus laevis embryos (H-M). 
The upper row shows non-treated embryos (indicated by control) and the right embryo is treated with 
10-6 M AGN (indicated by AGN). All views are dorsal and anterior at the top. (H) Hoxd-1; (I) Hoxa-
1; (J) Hoxb-1; (K) Hoxd-3; (L) Krox-20 (anterior stripes) and Hoxb-4; (M) Krox-20 (anterior stripes) 
and Hoxc-6. Arrows in pictures L and M localise sparse cells representing the posterior stripe of 
Krox-20.  
 
The hindbrain defect caused by AGN is more extensive in the early neurula  
Because considerable evidence indicates that retinoids affect axial patterning during 
gastrulation and the coincidental expression of genes responsible for establishing a retinoid 
signalling domain, we looked for the possible effects of abrogation of RA signalling during 
earlier stages of development. We chose to focus on a time at which anterior (3') Hox genes 
(paralogues 1-6) would normally be expressed and therefore could be affected by an 
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impaired RA signal. At the early 
neurula (st. 13) stage, the most 3’ 
of the Hox genes examined (Hoxd-
1, Hoxa-1, Hoxb-1, Hoxd-3 and 
Hoxb-4) are strongly affected by 
reduced retinoid signalling (Figs. 
2H-L). However, Hoxc-6 is 
unaffected (Fig. 2M). Dissection 
of embryos confirmed that 
expression of the most 3’  Hox 
genes is severely downregulated in 
the neuroectoderm upon AGN 
treatment (data not shown). 
Fig. 3. Whole-mount in situ hybridizations on tadpole (st. 32) Xenopus laevis embryos. The upper 
row shows non-treated embryos; the middle row embryos treated with 10-6 M AGN from the blastula 
until the point of fixation; the lowest row embryos treated with 10-6 M AGN  from st. 13 until the 
point of fixation. All views are lateral. (A) Hoxb-1; (B) Hoxd-3; (C) En2, Krox-20 and Hoxb-4; (D) 
Hoxa-5; (E) Krox-20 and Hoxc-6. Arrows point to the anterior expression border of each Hox gene.  
 
To compare the length of the presumptive posterior hindbrain with and without AGN 
treatment, a combination of probes was used for in situ hybridisation. After AGN treatment, 
the gap between the Krox-20 stripes and Hoxc-6 is much smaller (Fig. 2M) and the Krox-20 
stripe at r5 is also greatly reduced. This shows that truncation of the posterior hindbrain 
domain by retinoid depletion is effective already at the end of gastrulation. 
 
Fig. 4. Whole-mount in situ 
hybridizations on Xenopus 
laevis embryos. Hoxd-1 
expression at st. 11 (A-C) or 
st. 12.5 (D-F). Embryos 
were incubated with 10-6 M 
AGN (A, D), 10-6 M RA (C, 
F) or not treated (0.1% 
DMSO) (B, E). After 
photographing the embryos 
were cut along the indicated 
dashed line and a lateral 
view of the cut surface is 
shown next to the right of each embryo. Arrows in 3D and 3E point to the faint mesodermal 
expression remaining at that stage (mostly non-involuted mesoderm). Hoxc-6 expression on stage 12 
embryos (G-I). Treatment with 10-6 M AGN (G), 10-6 M RA (I) or not treated (H). 
 
To correlate the late hindbrain phenotype in the tadpole with the molecular truncation 
observed in the young neurula, we treated embryos beginning either before or after 
gastrulation and incubated them until the point of fixation (st. 45). AGN treatment before 
gastrulation causes the phenotype shown in Figure 1B. Treatment after the end of 
gastrulation (st. 13 onwards) however, does not cause gross morphological malformations 
(results not shown). Surprisingly, when we compared the molecular profiles yielded by the 
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Fig. 5. Whole-mount in situ 
hybridizations on quail embryos. Hoxb-1 
and Hoxb-4 expression patterns in quail 
embryos. Wild-type HH st. 4 early (A) 
and late (C) are compared to equivalent 
VAD (B) and (D) embryos; both show 
expression of Hoxb-1 in the primive 
streak and later in migrating ingressed 
cells. Hoxb-4 expression patterns are 
also shown for HH st. 4 wild-type (E) 
and VAD (F) embryos, along the 
primitive streak. At HH st. 8 Hoxb-4 
expression pattern includes the neural tube in wild-type (G) but not in VAD (H) embryos. All views 
are dorsal. 
 
different approaches, we observed that postgastrulation treatment with AGN still causes an 
alteration, albeit minor, in the molecular pattern of the posterior hindbrain of tadpole 
embryos. Namely, expression of the most anterior Hox genes in the posterior hindbrain 
(Hoxb1 and Hoxd3) is not affected by retinoid depletion after the end of gastrulation, but 
the most posterior ones (Hoxb4 and to a lesser extent Hoxb5) are still sensitive to AGN 
treatment after this period (Fig. 3).  
 
The extension of the posterior hindbrain -indicated by the distance between the posterior 
expression stripe of krox-20 in r5 and the anterior expression boundary of Hoxc-6 in the 
spinal cord (Fig. 3E)- is not changed by AGN treatment after gastrulation, as compared to 
non-treated embryos; on the contrary, AGN treatment beginning before gastrulation causes 
a remarkable shrinkage of the region, as was already seen at earlier stages. These results 
indicate that retinoid signalling is required mainly before the end of gastrulation for the 
hindbrain to acquire a proper morphology; however, part of its pattern remains flexible and 
it is retinoid dependent.. 
 
Fig. 6. Whole-mount in situ 
hybridizations on Xenopus laevis 
embryos. Hoxa-1 (A) and Hoxb-1 
(B) expression at st. 13. NIC: non-
injected controls. xCYP26 and 
xCRABP: Injection of 100 pg 
xCYP26 : 100 pg xCRABP mRNA 
four times, one time into each 
macromere at 8-cells stage. Whole 
embryos (top picture) are shown in 
a dorsal view with anterior being 
up. Cut embryos (bottom picture) 
are shown in a lateral view. 
 
Mesodermal Hox gene expression during gastrulation is not retinoid dependent but 
expression of 3’ Hox genes in gastrula neurectoderm is 
The above experiments suggest that the phenotype observed after AGN treatment in the 
hindbrain arises during gastrulation, and that retinoid mediated patterning of the 
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presumptive hindbrain begins at this time. We therefore undertook a more detailed study of 
the phenotype generated by AGN during gastrulation by analysing both the initiation and 
the maintenance of Hox gene expression during this developmental period. 
Hoxd-1 appears as a “pioneer” gene, its expression first becoming detectable at stage 10+ 
(Wacker et al., 2004). AGN treatment does not affect the initial expression in non-organiser 
mesoderm (Fig. 4A,B). However, as gastrulation proceeds in normal embryos, Hoxd-1 
expression becomes localised more dorsally and is then transferred onto the neuroectoderm; 
this pattern is absent in AGN treated embryos. By the end of gastrulation, the expression  
pattern of Hoxd-1 is very strongly reduced and remains exclusively in its mesodermal 
domain upon retinoid inhibition (Fig. 4D,E). In contrast, when RA instead of AGN is added 
to the medium, Hoxd-1 expression is induced in a much larger domain and earlier than in 
control embryos; expression is particularly strong in the ectoderm and is maintained 
throughout gastrulation (Fig. 4C,F). 
We then extended the study to Hoxa-1 and Hoxb-4. Both are first expressed weakly at 
about stage 11 and are upregulated as gastrulation advances (Wacker et al., 2004). We 
analysed the timing of the consequences of AGN treatment on their expression: whereas 
their initiation in the mesoderm is not affected, embryos fail to develop normal 
neuroectodermal expression when incubated in AGN throughout gastrulation (data not 
shown).  Unlike the three genes mentioned above, neither Hoxc-6 (Fig. 4G,H,I) nor Hoxb-9 
(not shown) expression is affected by either gain- or loss of retinoid function at this stage of 
development. 
 
Avian embryos also employ a mechanism other than RA to regulate early mesodermal 
Hox expression 
The above experiments show that abrogation of the retinoid pathway with a synthetic 
inhibitor in Xenopus embryos impairs the normal neuroectodermal expression of 3’ Hox 
genes in the mid-axial region early during development. However, the earliest appearance   
of the same 3’ Hox transcripts in mesodermal tissue is not affected by this treatment. To 
investigate whether such a difference in regulation between the two germ layers is due to 
limitations of our experimental approach, we turned to the VAD quail model. We  
performed in situ hybridisation with two 3’ Hox genes on both VAD and normal quail 
gastrula and neurula embryos to see the effects of an absolute depletion of retinoid signal 
(Fig.5). Our results show that expression of Hoxb-1 and Hoxb-4 is initiated during 
gastrulation first in the primitive streak and later in mesodermal cells and that this 
activation is seen in both control and VAD embryos. In the CNS, expression of these genes 
begins only after the start of neurulation (Fig. 5G) and is affected in VAD embryos (Fig. 
5H). Thus, the avian embryo provides further evidence that 3’ Hox genes are regulated 
differently in the mesoderm and in neural tissue. Furthermore, there is an asynchrony of 
Hox expression between the two tissues, which is much more pronounced in avian than in 
Xenopus embryos.  
Retinoid dependent transfer of information from mesoderm to neuroectoderm in the 
gastrula 
The above experiments suggest that retinoid signalling may be involved in the transfer of 
positional information from mesoderm to neuroectoderm in the hindbrain region at early 
stages of development. To test this more directly we first injected mRNA encoding 
xCYP26, which is involved in the degradation of RA (Hollemann et al., 1998) into Xenopus 
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early embryos. xCYP26 mRNA alone or, more effectively, co-injection of xCYP26 and 
xCRABP mRNAs into Xenopus restored the axial defects caused by RA incubation. We 
conclude that combined ectopic expression of xCYP26 and xCRABP causes retinoid loss of 
function. To test the idea that retinoid signalling from the mesoderm is involved in 
hindbrain patterning, we loaded gastrula mesoderm cells but not neuroectoderm cells by 
injection of xCYP26 and xCRABP into all four vegetal blastomeres (fated to become 
mesoderm and endoderm, but not neuroectoderm; see Figure 8 in Supplementary data) in 8-
cell-stage embryos. This causes dramatic loss of Hoxa-1 and Hoxb-1 expression in the 
neuroectoderm (Fig..6). Together, these results strongly suggest that a retinoid-dependent 
signal from mesoderm is required for neuroectodermal Hox expression.  
 
Discussion 
The retinoid antagonist AGN193109 gives a strong phenotype in the Xenopus CNS, 
resembling those previously reported using other highly effective approaches to inhibit 
retinoid signalling (Maden et al., 1996, Kolm et al., 1997; Blumberg et al., 1997; van der 
Wees et al., 1998, Niederreither et al., 1999; Niederreither et al., 2000, Begemann at al., 2001; 
Grandel et al., 2002, Hollemann et al., 1998; Kudoh et al., 2002, Dupe and Lumsden, 2001; 
Hernandez et al., 2007). This phenotype features disturbances of the posterior hindbrain and 
anterior spinal cord, and is detectable in its definitive form in late neurula stage embryos. 
This “mid-axial” phenotype arises during gastrulation. AGN treatment during the gastrula 
stage already causes disturbances of the gastrula stage neural expression of all 3’ anterior 
Hox genes examined (Hoxd-1, Hoxa-1, Hoxb-1, Hoxd-3 and Hoxb-4), whereas expression 
of more 5’ posterior Hox genes (Hoxc-6 and Hoxb-9) is not affected. Severe changes in 
gene expression are seen later in the future posterior hindbrain region at the early neurula 
stage. This early defect is the converse of that caused by early retinoid application (Conlon 
and Rossant, 1992; Godsave et al., 1998b). The defect is more extensive than that observed 
at later stages, both in this investigation and in previous retinoid loss of function studies. If 
this difference is due to a recovery occurring at later stages, this must be independent of 
retinoid signalling, as retinoid inhibitor treatments from the end of gastrulation to larval 
stages could not prevent it. Auto- and cross-regulation among Hox genes is likely to be 
involved, reflecting a second Hox phase of axial patterning in the CNS. It has been 
demonstrated in both chicken and mouse that there is indeed a second phase of regulation 
for Hox genes, which starts soon after initiation of somitogenesis and is not dependent on 
retinoic acid but rather on auto-regulation of and interactions between Hox genes (Gould et 
al., 1998).  
In our experiments, virtually no trace of 3’ Hox mRNA expression (paralogues 1-5) was 
detectable in the prospective hindbrain region of retinoid antagonist-treated early neurulae 
(the region that is to recover part of its pattern in the following stages). One possible 
explanation is that Hox proteins remain in an area and time where the corresponding 
mRNAs have disappeared; these Hox proteins would be insufficient to activate early neural 
Hox gene expression by means of the known cis-acting HOX responsive elements, since 
early expression requires retinoid activation via RAREs (see above). However, once 
retinoid sensitivity ends and RA-independent auto-regulatory and cross-regulatory elements 
take over neural regulation of 3’ Hox genes, Hox proteins remaining in the region could 
still be available in sufficient amounts to trigger the new phase of Hox induction. Another 
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possible explanation is that factors other than Hox proteins themselves are needed to start 
the second phase of Hox activation in the hindbrain region, for instance FGF (Godsave and 
Durston, 1997) or WNT (McGrew et al., 1997). If a second activation phase devoid of Hox 
protein remnants in the region occurs, the ordered array of Hox expression observed after 
partial restoration of the initial mid-axial defects would be consistent with Hox collinearity. 
Whatever the explanation, it appears that during early development the embryo retains a 
safety mechanism, employing a second round of ordered Hox activation to allow possible 
environmental deficits of vitamin A to be circumvented. 
We followed the dynamics of the consequences of retinoid antagonist treatment on Hox 
expression during gastrulation. This is precisely the period in which the first transcripts are 
detected in all vertebrates studied (Deschamps and Wijgerde, 1993; Gaunt and Strachan, 
1996); Wacker et al., 2004). Moreover, in Xenopus, expression is initiated in non-organiser 
mesoderm, before appearing in the overlying neuroectoderm. We found that the antagonist 
compromises neuroectodermal Hox expression, but has no effect on non-organiser 
mesodermal expression. To confirm our observations and at the same time test the 
universality of this phenomenon in vertebrates, we took advantage of the VAD quail model. 
These embryos lack endogenous retinoid signalling and therefore offer an alternative 
approach to antagonist-treatment in Xenopus laevis. Analysis by whole-mount in situ 
hybridisation indicated that early mesodermal expression of two 3’ Hox genes (Hoxb-1 and 
Hoxb-4) is not affected in VAD embryos, whereas later neural plate expression is impaired; 
this phenotype is comparable to that observed in Xenopus neurulae. Therefore, our evidence 
from both Xenopus and avian embryos indicates that Hox regulation in the early paraxial 
mesoderm is distinct from that in the prospective hindbrain and independent of retinoid 
signalling. The nature of this regulation is yet to be elucidated.  
We hypothesised that a possible early function for retinoid signalling would be to mediate 
transfer of A-P information (and thus of Hox expression) from mesoderm to 
neuroectoderm. This idea is supported by many other data, including mesodermal location 
of the RA generating enzyme RALDH2 in different vertebrates (Swindell et al., 1999; 
Berggren et al., 1999; Haselbeck et al., 1999; Chen et al., 2001; Begemann et al., 2001) 
together with neural action of retinoid dependent enhancers (Gould et al., 1998). In addition 
to that, somite derived retinoid signalling promotes neuronal differentiation in chick 
embryos (Diez del Corral et al., 2003). We tested this idea by knocking-out mesodermal 
retinoid signalling but not neural retinoid signalling by targeting mesoderm precursor 
blastomeres with mixed mRNAs for xCYP26 and xCRABP, two proteins which mediate 
retinoid degradation. This treatment effectively eliminates the early neural expression of 
two 3’ Hox genes examined (Hoxa-1 and Hoxb-1), indicating that retinoid signalling is 
required for a “vertical” signal (corresponding to part of Nieuwkoop’s “transformation” 
signal) generated by mesoderm and which induces 3’ Hox genes in neuroectoderm.  
The present experiments in Xenopus indicate that the retinoid-mediated component of the 
“transformation” signal acts before the end of gastrulation and arises from non-organiser 
mesoderm. However, experiments in avian embryos have suggested that the later somitic 
mesoderm can also signal to impart pattern onto the hindbrain in a retinoid-dependent way 
(Itasaki et al., 1997; Gould et al., 1998). Moreover, regionalisation of the avian posterior 
hindbrain seems to coincide with the beginning of somitogenesis (Nordström et al., 2006). 
This timing difference could be due to distinctive characteristics of each species: in 
Xenopus the mesoderm migrates as a sheet (involution) which may allow for an early and 
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robust source of signal to pattern the overlying neuroectoderm during gastrulation, whereas 
the cell-by-cell mode of mesoderm migration in the avian embryo is less favourable for 
local delivery of the morphogen (RA). We suggest that in Xenopus retinoids emanate from 
the non-segmented non-organiser mesoderm to pattern the overlying neuroectoderm along 
with gastrulation movements, whereas avian embryos undergo this process later, after re-
epithelialisation of the mesoderm into somites can provide a robust retinoid signal to the 
adjacent neural tissue. This signal might directly mediate a positionally specific vertical 
instruction or it might have an auxiliary function (Gould et al., 1998). Whatever the 
mechanism, the mode of action (mesoderm to neuroectoderm) and nature (RA) of the signal 
appears to be common to both species and it correlates well with the predicted properties of 
part of the “transformation” signal that Nieuwkoop proposed long time ago for amphibians 
(Nieuwkoop, 1952). 
 
Materials and methods 
Embryo preparation, culture and treatment 
Xenopus embryos were obtained by in vitro fertilisation using standard procedures, cultured in 
1% MMR containing gentamycin (0.5 g/l) or 0.1% MBS (Sive et al., 1998) and staged 
according to Nieuwkoop and Faber (Nieuwkoop and Faber, 1956). 
RA and AGN193109 treatment was from stage 8 to stage 13 by culturing embryos in 1% 
MMR or 0.1% MBS containing RA or AGN193109. Stock solutions were prepared by 
dissolving RA (Sigma) and AGN193109 (Allergan) in DMSO to concentrations of 
respectively 10-2 M and 10-3 M and were stored at -800C. Final dilutions for embryo 
incubations were made in 1% MMR or 0.1%MBS. 
Xenopus embryos used in whole mount in situ hybridisation analysis were fixed in MEMPFA 
(Harland, 1991) for 4 h at room temperature or overnight at 40C, washed once in methanol and 
stored at -200C in fresh methanol. Fertilized vitamin A-deficient (VAD) and normal quail 
embryos were obtained and staged as previously described (Dersch and Zile, 1993; Zile et 
al., 2000).  
Microinjection 
For microinjection, one-cell-stage embryos were transferred to 4% ficoll in 1% MMR or 2% 
ficoll in 0.1% MBS. After injection the embryos were cultured in 4% ficoll, 1% MMR until 
stage 8/9 and subsequently transferred to 1% MMR with or without ligands to culture the 
embryos until the appropriate stage. 
Lineage tracing 
Sulforhodamine dextran (MW 10,000) (S-359, Molecular Probes) was injected in all four 
macromeres of 8 cells stage embryos, 1 nl of 5 ng/nl each injection, as described above. 
Embryos were cultured and allowed to develop until st. 40, when they were collected and fixed 
in MEMPFA, all as described above. They were stored in methanol at -200C until required. For 
histology sections, embryos were briefly transferred to 100% ethanol, subsequently cleared in 
Histo-Clear (National diagnostics) for about 25 min at room temperature, followed by graded 
immersion in paraffin at 600C and incubation in 100% paraffin overnight at 600C. Next day 
samples were embedded and allowed to solidify at 40C for approximately 1 hour. Prior to 
sectioning, they were placed outside the fridge to accommodate to room temperature. 
Histological sections were performed at 8µm of thickness, placed on slides pre-coated with 
BioBond according to the manufacturer (Electron Microscopy Sciences), on a drop of distilled 
water, then mildly heated on a heating plate until sections were nicely stretched; finally, they 
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were placed at 370C to dry completely. Sections were deparaffinised with Histo-Clear, 
gradually immersed into ethanol and subsequently hydrated, to be mounted in gelvatol 
containing DAPCO. Analysis and photography was performed by means of an AxioPlan 2 
Imaging compound microscope and the corresponding software  (Zeiss), provided with a 
TRITC band-pass filter. 
Immunofluorescence and confocal microscopy 
For immunostaining of the CNS, embryos were fixed overnight at 40C in methanol. 
Pigmentation was bleached in 80% methanol, 6% H2O2, 15 mM NaOH, for approximately 1 
hour. After bleaching, the embryos were washed four times 15 min in PBS containing 0.2% 
Tween, and blocked for 30 min with PBT (0.2% Tween, 3% bovine serum albumin in PBS). 
Incubation with the anti-neural antibodies 2G9 (Jones and Woodland, 1989b) and Xen-1 (Ruiz 
I Altaba, 1992b) at 1:1 2G9 and 1:5 Xen-1 in PBT was overnight at 40C. The embryos were 
washed four times 30 min at room temperature in PBT. Incubation with the secondary antibody 
conjugated to the Cy-5 far-red fluorophore (Jackson Research Labs, Inc.) was overnight at 40C. 
After washing four times 30 min in PBS containing 0.2% Tween at room temperature, the 
embryos were fixed in methanol and cleared in 1:2 benzyl alcohol:benzyl benzoate. The Cy-5 
signal was analysed with confocal laser scanning microscopy (CSLM). Approximately 25 
optical sections were recorded for each embryo, and reconstructed into one image. 
Luciferase assay 
For measuring the luciferase activity 5-10 embryos were homogenised in 100:1 reporter lysis 
buffer (Promega) and mixed with 300:1 assay buffer (0.1 M potassium phosphate buffer pH 
7.8 (KPi), 1 mM DTT, 3 mM ATP and 15 mM MgSO4). The luciferase reaction was started by 
addition of 100:1 0.1 M KPi, 1 mM DTT and 0.4 mM luciferine. Light units were measured 
during 10 seconds in a luminometer (Biocounter, Lumac). 
In situ hybridisation 
Whole-mount in situ hybridisation (w-ISH) on Xenopus embryos was performed as 
previously described (Harland, 1991), except that probe concentration was reduced to 40 
ng/ml, hybridisation temperature raised to 65°C and antibody incubations done in 0.1 M 
Maleic acid, 0.15 M NaCl, 0.1% Tween-20, 1% blocking reagent (Roche), pH 7.5 with 
anti-Digoxigenin-AP, Fab fragments (Roche). Analysis of the staining pattern was performed 
in PBS or 1:2 benzyl alcohol:benzyl benzoate to clear the embryos. 
w-ISH on quail embryos was performed as previously described (Stern, 1998) for chick 
embryos. 
Templates for RNA synthesis 
Xenopus antisense DIG-labelled transcripts were prepared from the following templates: a 
1312 bp Hoxa-1 fragment (Hoxa-1), a 666 bp Hoxb-1 fragment (Hoxb-1), xHoxlab1 (Hoxd-
1) (Sive and Cheng, 1991), EST: dac02e11 (Hoxd-3), a 708 bp fragment containing the 
complete Hoxb-4 ORF (Hoxb-4), EST: XL045g13 (Hoxa-5), a 998 bp Hoxc-6 fragment in 
pGEM1 containing a part of the homeodomain and extending into the 3' UTR (Hoxc-6), a 
470 bp Hoxb-9 fragment in pGEM3 (Hoxb-9), a 1400 bp Krox-20 fragment (Krox-20) 
(Bradley et al., 1993), a 1500bp Engrailed-2 cDNA (En-2) (Hemmati-Brivanlou et al., 
1991), the XLPOU 2 ORF (Xlpou 2) (Witta et al., 1995), the Xcad-3 ORF (Xcad-3) 
(Pownall et al., 1996), the xCRABP ORF (xCRABP) (Dekker et al., 1994) and a 220 bp 
OTX-2 fragment (xOTX-2) (Pannese et al., 1995). 
Chick antisense DIG-labelled transcripts were used for w-ISH on quail embryos, prepared 
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Supplementary Fig. 7. The endogenous retinoid activity in Xenopus laevis embryos is reduced by the 
RAR antagonist AGN193109. Embryos were injected with a DR-5-luciferase reporter construct and 
cultured in 1% MMR containing 0.1% DMSO (solvent control), 10-6 M AGN or 10-6 M RA (positive 
control) from stage 9 to 13. Luciferase activity was analysed by measuring 8 pools of 5 stage 13 
embryos. Values shown are average values, represented as relative luciferase activity (non-injected 
control (NIC) is set at 1). Error bars represent the s.e.m. 
 
 
Supplementary Fig. 8. Transversal histological sections along the antero-posterior axis of st. 40 
Xenopus laevis tadpoles. Rhodamine dextran was injected in the 4 macromeres of 8 cells stage 
embryos. Images show lineage tracing, where the red colour signal corresponding to the fluorescence 
emitted by rhodamine molecules has been superposed onto a dark interference contrast image of the 
same section. Sections of three different embryos show the distribution of the rhodamine dextran, 
which is mostly confined to the endoderm (end) and the somitic mesoderm (sm), but it only appears 




















Hox proteins are involved in the specification of positional identities along the 
anteroposterior (AP) axis in all bilaterian metazoans, including vertebrates and insects 
(Lawrence and Morata, 1994; Manak and Scott, 1994; McGinnis and Krumlauf, 1992)(. 
While insect Hox genes are contained in a single (sometimes broken) chromosomal cluster, 
Hox genes in tetrapod vertebrates are organised in four clusters located on different 
chromosomes. Hox clusters are thought to have arisen by tandem duplication of a single 
gene, followed, in vertebrates, by duplication of the cluster itself (Bailey et al., 1997; Greer 
et al., 2000; Ruddle et al., 1994; Schughart et al., 1989). As a consequence, Hox genes 
occupying the same relative position along the 5' to 3' chromosomal coordinate, named 
paralogous genes, share more similarity in sequence and expression pattern than do 
adjacent Hox genes on the same chromosome (Greer et al., 2000). This homology of 
sequence, position and function is also conserved in evolution. So much so, that a human 
Hox gene, (Hoxd4), can substitute for its orthologue, Deformed, in Drosophila 
development (McGinnis et al., 1990). A phenomenon of particular interest is that Hox 
genes located at the 3’ end of a cluster are expressed and function earlier and more 
anteriorly than the subsequently more 5’ located genes (Duboule and Morata, 1994; Gaunt, 
1988; Gaunt and Strachan, 1996; Wacker et al., 2004). How this spatiotemporal colinearity 
in the expression of Hox genes is regulated is intriguing but, to date, not well understood.  
The hox proteins are known to act as transcription factors, positively and negatively 
regulating transcription of targets via action of at least two conserved domains: the 
homeodomain, a DNA binding domain, and the hexapeptide, which interacts with 
extradenticle/pbx cofactors. Besides their being transcription factors, there is recent 
evidence that Hox proteins mediate protein-protein interactions and that the homeodomain 
is also a protein-protein interaction domain (Plaza et al., 2001). 
Recent findings connect early hox expression in vertebrates to gastrulation. It was long 
known from classical and modern studies that the vertebrate A-P pattern arises during 
gastrulation (Mangold, 1933; Nieuwkoop, 1952; Spemann, 1931). Recently, the earliest 
Hox expression patterns were analysed in Xenopus gastrula embryos (Wacker et al., 2004). 
This revealed temporally colinear initiation of mesodermal expression of a sequence of Hox 
genes within a horseshoe-shaped domain in ventrolateral marginal zone mesoderm at 
different stages during gastrulation, followed by sequential dorsalisation of each Hox 
expression zone into a stable AP zone in axial mesoderm and the neural plate. Chick, 
mouse, and zebrafish embryos appear to show equivalent early hox expression patterns as 
far as data are available (Alexandre et al., 1996; Forlani et al., 2003; Gaunt and Strachan, 
1996). Recent evidence in the chicken embryo show that internalisation of mesoderm cells 
into the gastrula is controlled by this collinear hox gene sequence (Iimura and Pourquie, 
2006). In the fruitfly Drosophila, in contrast, the hox gene expression pattern is set up 
before gastrulation and is controlled by a specific hierarchy of transcription factors that is 
probably not conserved in the vertebrates. 
Specific aims and strategy for this study 
Little is known about the mechanisms whereby hox genes exert their functions. 
Specifically, not much is known about their transcriptional targets and how these act. Two 
things that are clear are that: hox genes mediate very different functions at different times 
during embryonic development and at different places in the embryo (Akam, 1998), and 
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that at least some hox functions are conserved across the animal kingdom (Manak and 
Scott, 1994). We decided, in this study, to focus on the very earliest functions of hox genes, 
that occur soon after their expression begins in the early embryo and that evidently involve 
specification of zones along the main body axis- a function that is conserved across the 
metazoans (Coletta et al., 1994). We also decided to study the same, functionally 
homologous hox gene in two very different animals; the fruitfly Drosophila melanogaster 
and the frog Xenopus laevis. This strategy allowed us to identify possible conserved early 
functions of this hox gene by detecting early targets that were conserved across these two 
species. In this study only overexpression was used to identify targets since a loss of 
function approach affects only a region in the embryo and the microarray technology might 
not be sensitive enough to identify hox targets. 
We chose the Drosophila gene Antennapedia, which was cloned by the Gehring lab in the 
‘80’s (Garber et al., 1983), as one of the first hox genes ever cloned. As its functional 
homologue, we chose the Xenopus hox gene Hoxc6, which was the 3rd hox gene and 1st 
vertebrate hox gene ever cloned, by E. de Robertis in the Gehring  lab (Carrasco et al., 
1984), and was screened out as a homeodomain sequence orthologue of Antennapedia. It is 
the first gene of this paralogous group to be expressed in development, being expressed 
halfway through gastrulation: the other genes of this paralogue group being expressed at 




First, we tested for true functional homology between Drosophila Antennapedia and 
Xenopus hoxc6. Their homeobox domains of these two hox genes show high (91%) 
sequence homology and they are expressed in homologous axial positions. Their anterior 
expression boundary coincides with the anterior part of the future thorax (Burke et al., 
1995). Their early ectopic expression in fly and frog gives comparable axial phenotypes. 
Antennapedia ectopic expression posteriorises the Drosophila embryo, converting the 
antennal disc to a first thoracic segment leg disc and posteriorising the larval morphology 
of the head segments to that of the T2 thoracic segment. Hoxc6 ectopic expression 
posteriorises the Xenopus embryo, suppressing development of the head, and enlarging the 
thoracic part of the body.  
If Hoxc-6 is overexpressed at a higher level it also shows a block in gastrulation 
movements. This effect is also seen in Drosophila. The gastrulation defect in Drosophila 
was in germ band retraction. That in Xenopus starts as a failure in forming a blastopore and 
involves a complete block of involution movements. It is being further characterised. 
We tested functional homology first by determining if ectopically expressing Hoxc6 in the 
early Drosophila embryo could give the same specific axial phenotype as ectopically 
expressing Antennapedia. This it did; both an antenna to leg transformation and 
transformation of head segments in the larva to T2 thoracic segments. Another Xenopus 
hox gene, Hoxa7, which has considerable homeobox sequence homology with 
Antennapedia, failed to do this. Second, we determined if the morpholino loss of function 
phenotype of Hoxc6, which causes anteriorisation and loss of segmentation in the Xenopus 
embryo, can be rescued by Antennapedia. It can, and it cannot be rescued by the similar but 
modified Drosophila hox gene, fushi tarazu.  
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Our strategy for comparing the early targets of these two hox genes was to express them 
ectopically in their respective early embryos and harvest and compare mRNA from the 
experimental and control embryos to detect their transcriptional targets. Antennapedia was 
expressed in Drosophila embryos under control of the Nullo promoter, which drives 
expression at preblastoderm and blastoderm stages and then turns off. Total mRNA was 
harvested from experimental and control embryos from Drosophila embryos at two stages. 
At 100-130 min (stage4, syncytial blastoderm), just before endogenous hox gene 
expression begins. At 150-180 min.(stage 5, cellular blastoderm), just after Antennapedia 
expression starts. In Xenopus, Hoxc6 mRNA was microinjected into the zygote and total 
mRNA was harvested from injected embryos and controls at three later stages. At the 
beginning of gastrulation, St. 10.25, just before the first Hox expression starts. At mid 
gastrulation, st. 11, after 3’ anterior Hox genes have started expression but before 
expression of Hoxc6 starts. At the end of gastrulation, st. 12, just after Hoxc6 expression 
has started. The Drosophila and Xenopus stages chosen here were thus closely comparable, 
in terms of the stages of Hox expression and expression of Antp/Hoxc6 The situation is 
complicated by the fact that these embryos display heterochrony. In Drosophila, 
gastrulation starts after the beginning of hox expression, at 180 AED. In Xenopus, 
gastrulation starts before hox expression. 
To select for up- or down-regulated genes, only those probesets that showed a foldchange 
higher than 1.5 and scored a p-value lower than 0.05 in an unpaired t-test were considered.  
The targets obtained differed between Drosophila and Xenopus. There were many more in 
Drosophila (194 at 100-130 min and 1761 at 150-180 min) than in Xenopus (23 at early 
gast, 100 at mid gast and 198 at late gast). Of all of these putative targets, 1519 in 
Drosophila were positive and 630 were negative and 83 of the Xenopus targets were 
positive and 195 were negative. 23 of the positive targets (28% in Xenopus and 1.5% in  
A upregulated targets
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Table 1 Conservedly regulated probesets in Xenopus and Drosophila 
A shows the conservedly upregulated Xenopus probesets in the first column. Probesets that detect the 
same gene are placed in one cell. The second column shows the Xenopus gene symbols. MGC85390 
and MGC114680 are placed in one cell because they represent two alleles of the same gene of the 
pseudotetraploid Xenopus laevis. The third column shows the closest orthologues of Drosophila 
melanogaster. 
B shows the conservedly downregulated Xenopus probesets in the first column. Probesets that detect 
the same gene are placed in one cell. The second column shows the Xenopus gene symbols. The third 
column shows the closest orthologues of Drosophila melanogaster. 
 
Dorosophila) and 29 of the negative targets (15% in Xenopus and 4.6% in Drosophila) were 
conserved (table 1).  
The conserved targets are interesting because they have a strong chance of mediating the 
known conserved functions of hox genes. Some of these functions are known to be 
mediated at least partly by protein-protein interactions between hox proteins and other 
proteins. But if transcriptional regulation is involved, we should have identified relevant 
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genes in this screen. The earliest known conserved function, which is underway during the 
stages during which we harvested our target mRNA’s, is specification of regions and  
structures along the body axis. We classified our conserved targets into functional groups to 
try to identify target groups that might contribute to this function. 
The first group we detected (11 probesets (ps)) was a group of transcription factors which 
were negative targets and most of which are known to be expressed anteriorly in the early 
embryo. These included the anterior neural plate genes Otx2, XHR-1B, Gbx-2, Pax6, 
several members of the dlx family of transcription factors, and the hindbrain gene Hoxd1.  
The second conserved group (7 ps) was a group of genes that were concerned either with 
regulating or with mediating cell movement or cell polarity or cytoskeleton/cell adhesion. 
These were both positively and negatively regulated targets. The evident cell movement 
event during the developmental stages coinciding with or close to when our targets were 
harvested is gastrulation. These movement control genes ranged from Prickle, a regulating 
transcription factor, to effector genes including E-Cadherin.  
The third conserved group (2 
ps) were concerned with cell 
cycle regulation, perhaps 
reflecting a growth regulatory 
role for group 6 hox genes. Of 
these two genes, Polo kinase is 
concerned with mitosis and 
DNA damage checkpoints in 
G2/M. Cyclin G1 inhibits the 
G2/M transition.  
Besides these groups, there 
were a couple of other groups. 
Ubiquitinylation genes (3 ps), 
perhaps reflecting a need to 
modify proteins for protein-
protein interactions. Small 
GTPase signalling molecules 
(4 ps) contained both up and 
downregulated targets.  
Besides the conserved targets 
described above, there were 
other targets belonging to each 
of  the three major target gene  
 
Fig. 1 In situ hybridisation with probes detecting Xenopus probesets that are conservedly regulated in 
Drosophila. Only probes that detected a up or downregulation are shown. In each panel the left 
embryo is showing the wildtype expression, the right embryo was injected with Hoxc6 mRNA. 
Hoxc6 wildtype expression is shown to indicate its normal expression domain. Shown are stage 12 
embryos in vegetal view or dorsal view (probes MGC82057, LOC495834, and Otx2) 
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classes above that were non conserved targets either in Xenopus or Drosophila Eg: 
Antp/hoxc6 conservedly repress the expression of the brain genes Hoxd1, Otx2, Lim5, and, 
PAX6.  Hoxc6 but not Antennapedia represses the brain genes XANF1, XANF2, Xgbx2. In  
Drosophila several cylins are upregulated wheras in Xenopus only cyclin G1 is upregulated. 
Besides the conserved functions above, there were interesting non conserved classes of 
targets typical either for Drosophila or Xenopus. These include; RNA binding proteins 
(Xenopus) and notch pathway genes (Xenopus).  
To confirm the microarray results, and obtain spatial information about the expression of 
the putative target genes, we did in situ hybridisations with probes that detect the 23 
probesets that are upregulated in both Drosophila and Xenopus. In Drosophila In Xenopus 
17 probes were generated which represent the 23 conserved probesets upregulated upon 
Hoxc-6 overexpression. In situ hybridisation was done on stage 12 and tailbud stage 
embryos. Of the 17 probes 7 were clearly upregulated and the other probes were either to 
weak to detect or gave a strong general staining that made a conlusion about upregulation 
impossible (Fig 1). For the targets where we can clearly see an upregulation, we see this in 
the domain were hoxc-6 is normally expressed, suggesting a need for cofactors that are 
expressed in a hoxlike manner. Next to the upregulated genes we also examined the 
expression of Otx-2 in Hoxc-6 overexpressed embryos. This master gene for head 
development shows a clear downregulation. 
 
Conclusions 
We introduce a novel strategy for using functional genomics to investigate a developmental 
mechanism. This is to identify targets of the same developmental control gene in two 
widely different metazoan animals and to focus on the target genes and processes that are 
conserved between them as a route to understanding conserved developmental functions. 
The gene and animals chosen were: Antennapedia (Drosophila) and its orthologue hoxc6 
(Xenopus). We first established that these two genes are functionally homologous and then 
examined the classes of common targets.  
In Drosophila more targets were found than in Xenopus. This was true for all stages 
examined. 
We don’t know the reason why there were more targets in Drosophila than Xenopus. A 
technical difference is hard to rule out, but a possibility is that Drosophila has many 
specific hox functions that are not conserved in vertebrates. The greater conservation of 
negative than of positive targets indicates that the conserved functions are mainly to do 
with suppression rather than activation of gene activity. 
Repression of mediators of head development was expected because this is a known 
function of hox genes including Antennapedia ref. This function is known from many other 
studies and it is interesting that some aspects of it work at another level: protein-protein 
interactions, e.g. between Antennapedia and Eyeless/Pax6 (Plaza et al., 2001; Plaza et al., 
2008). We show here that this function can also act at the level of regulation of transcript 
abundance. Interestingly, this suppressive action is not restricted to more anterior genes. 
The very posterior hox gene Hoxb9/abdB is also a conserved negative target, perhaps 
supporting Ed Lewis and Walter Gehring’s hypothesis that phenotypic suppression by 
Antennapedia reflects maintenance of a thoracic ground state. The anterior transcription 
facors repressed by Hoxc6 in Xenopus include several early brain factors, raising the 
possibility that this repressive function occurs exclusively in the developing nervous 
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system, in vertebrates. This suggests that one early function of Antennapedia/Hox6 is 
suppression of the development of the anterior part of the body and that this function is 
partly executed at the transcriptional level.  
There is clear evidence that vertebrate gastrulation plays a role in setting up the A-P axis. 
See above. On the one hand, dorsal movement of progressively older gastrula mesoderm, 
expressing progressively more 5’ hox genes, allows organiser signals to progressively 
mediate fixation of and transmission to neurectoderm of a 3’ to 5’ sequence of mesodermal 
hox codes in the Xenopus embryo (Wacker et al., 2004). On the other hand, the 3’ to 5’ 
identity of the hox codes expressed by a mesodermal cell determines the time during 
gastrulation at which it undergoes an EMT and ingresses into the embryo (in the chicken) 
(Iimura and Pourquie, 2006). The importance of gastrulation for axial patterning is less 
clear in Drosophila. Regulation of mediators of cell movement control and specifically of 
cell movements during gastrulation is not surprising  because recent evidence shows that 
gastrulation and A-P patterning are intertwined in vertebrates. Notably that gastrulation 
movement, specifically the timing of the EMT needed for mesodermal ingression, is 
controlled by Hox genes. We have shown that both Antennapedia and hoxc6 regulate 
gastrulation and that their targets include a key gastrulation regulator: prickle. Prickle is 
known to be important for gastrulation in vertebrates (Takeuchi et al., 2003), and is a target 
of another hox gene; zebrafish hoxa1a (Rohrschneider et al., 2007). A cell polarity 
regulator, cap’n collar, was not previously studied in vertebrates, but is also a conserved 
target. Cap n’ collar regulates cell polarity in Drosophila. It is known to be a target of 
another Drosophila hox gene; Deformed (Harding et al., 1995). These genes are thus an 
expected class of targets, giving confidence in the method. Perhaps the most surprising 
conclusion here is that, besides being found in vertebrates, where they are expected, hox 
gastrulation targets are found in Drosophila, where they were not expected. This suggests 
that at least elements of the vertebrate A-P patterning mechanism that acts during 
gastrulation, are conserved in Drosophila. This opens the possibility that, in addition to the 
known non conserved maternal effect-gap-segmentation gene hierarchy that sets up a hox 
pattern prior to gastrulation, Drosophila has a conserved patterning mechanism that either 
resets or reaffirms the pattern during gastrulation or is now non functional (atavistic). 
The effect of Antp/Hoxc-6 on cell cycle regulation was also not surprising, considering the 
accumulating evidence that hox genes are growth regulators and that many of them have 
important roles in particular cancers (Cillo et al., 2001). In the context of axial patterning, 
there are reasons to think that Hox genes may be involved in local growth control in the 
axis.  
The conserved targets between Drosophila and Xenopus shed some light on the functions of 
hox genes that are conserved between these animals, but the groups of non-conserved 
targets also reveal some species specific hox functions. The effect of Hoxc-6 
overexpression on delta-notch pathway genes is a confirmation of recent findings. It has 
been shown that Hox labial group knockdown disturbs segmentation in Xenopus (Peres et 
al., 2006). Knockdown of Hoxc-6 also leads to disturbed segmentation (N. Bardine in 
press.) 
We suggest that the RNA binding proteins are important in vertebrates but not Drosophila. 
because vertebrate hox genes, in contrast to the widely spaced Drosophila hox genes, are 
tightly clustered in a way that puts limits on possibilities for unique transcriptional control, 
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and leads to such phenomena as polycistronic transcripts (Mainguy et al., 2007). 
Postranscriptional control is therefore neccessary and these targets may be involved in this.  
In conclusion, we have identified a novel conservation method for the genomic analysis of 
hox gene function (and the functions of other regulatory genes). Our findings indicate that 
identifying and characterising functions that are conserved in evolution can deliver a rich 
harvest of new insights.  
 
Material and methods 
Embryo preparation, culture and treatment 
Xenopus embryos were obtained by in vitro fertilisation using standard procedures, cultured in 
1% MMR containing gentamycin (0.5 g/l) or 0.1% MBS (Sive et al., 1998) and staged 
according to Nieuwkoop and Faber (Nieuwkoop and Faber, 1956). Xenopus embryos used in 
whole mount in situ hybridisation analysis were fixed in MEMPFA (Harland, 1991) for 4 h at 
room temperature or overnight at 40C, washed once in methanol and stored at -200C in fresh 
methanol. 
Microinjection 
For microinjection of Hoxc-6 and GFP mRNA, one-cell-stage embryos were transferred to 4% 
ficoll in 1% MMR or 2% ficoll in 0.1% MBS. After injection the embryos were cultured in 4% 
ficoll, 1% MMR for 1 hour and subsequently transferred to 1% MMR to culture the embryos 
until the appropriate stage. For microarray analysis GFP injected embryos (control) were 
compared to Hoxc-6 injected embryos. 
Antp overexpression 
To obtain overexpression of Antp in Drosophila, nullo-GAL4 was crossed to UASAntp. For 
microarray analysis nullo-Gal4/+ (control) embryos were compared to nullo-Gal4/UASAntp 
embryos. 
Micoarrays 
At the appropriate stage embryos (both Xenopus and Drosophila) were homogenised in Trizol 
(Invitrogen) and RNA was isolated according to the manufacturer. A subsequent purification 
was done using a RNeasy kit from Qiagen. The integrety of the extracted RNA was determined 
by capillary electrophoresis on a RNA6000 Bio analyzer (Agilent Technologies). RNA was 
labeled, hybridised to microarrays, and data was extracted according to the manufacturer 
(Affymetrix, Santa Clara, USA). For Dosophila DrosGenome 1 chips were used, for Xenopus 
Xenopus laevis Genome Array chips were used.  
For the analysis of the data, the Genespring GX v7.2 software package (Agilent Technologies) 
was used . 
The whole experiment was repeated three times to obtain three independent experiments. 
In situ hybridisation 
Whole-mount in situ hybridisation on Xenopus embryos was performed as previously 
described (Harland, 1991), except that probe concentration was reduced to 40 ng/ml, 
hybridisation temperature raised to 65°C and antibody incubations done in 0.1 M Maleic 
acid, 0.15 M NaCl, 0.1% Tween-20, 1% blocking reagent (Roche), pH 7.5 with anti-
Digoxigenin-AP, Fab fragments (Roche). Analysis of the staining pattern was performed in 
PBS. 
Probes were made by RNA polymerase transcription of plasmids containing an EST of the 
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The research described in chapter 2 showed that in Xenopus laevis Hox genes are switched 
on in a collinear fashion in non-organiser mesoderm in the gastrula and that this coincides 
with the generation of anterior to posterior (A-P) identities in this tissue. The Spemann 
organiser was shown to have a role in A-P pattern formation by allowing ectodermal Hox 
gene expression, and by somehow stabilising the A-P 
identities formed in the mesoderm. Our findings 
following investigation of these phenomena led us to 
the formulation of a model, the time-space translator 
model, that describes how important A-P patterning 
events, like generation of A-P identities, cell 
movements, and neural induction, work together to 
pattern the A-P axis during gastrulation. Early in 
gastrulation a division of the mesoderm into a territory 
called the Spemann organiser, and the so-called non-
organiser mesoderm becomes apparent (Fig 1).  
 
Fig. 1 Spemann organiser and non-organiser mesoderm in the early gastrula 
In situ hybridisation showing expression of Chordin (turquoise) in the Spemann organiser and Hoxd-1 
(magenta), indicating the non-organiser mesoderm. 
 
The mesoderm is gradually internalised during gastrulation, and cell movements including 
involution and convergence and extension, cause it to become localised mainly under the 
future central nervous system. During gastrulation, new A-P identities are generated in the 
non-organiser mesoderm that is not yet involuted. Cells in this domain have a dynamic 
Hox-code, meaning that, during gastrulation, new, more posterior Hox genes are switched 
on in a temporally collinear sequence. When cells leave this domain, and become involuted, 
they lose the ability to express new Hox genes, and their A-P identity, and Hox-code 
become static. At the same time, the Hox code that is present in the involuted mesodermal 
cells, also appears in the overlying neurectoderm that is induced from embryonic ectoderm 
by signals from the Spemann organiser. This coexpression of the same Hox code in 
mesoderm and overlying ectoderm is associated with stabilising the Hox code, because 
without neurectodermal Hox expression, the mesodermal Hox expression loses its sharp 
anterior expression boundaries during later neurula stages (see also chapter 2 fig. 2 panel A, 
and unpublished observations).  
Pattern formation in the A-P axis of the developing neurectoderm starts with neuralisation 
and generation of anterior identities (activation) and proceeds by subsequent generation of 
more posterior identities (transformation) (Nieuwkoop, 1952). It is clear that activation 
occurs via action on the embryonic ectoderm of signals from the organiser. And that 
transformation occurs via action on the activated neurectoderm of separate transformation 
signals. The region where the new A-P identities are generated (the source of the 
transformation signals) has been proposed to be in different parts of the embryo. Some have 
claimed that the Spemann organiser generates the A-P information (Eyal-Giladi, 1954; 
Mangold, 1933; Zoltewicz and Gerhart, 1997), while others pointed to the posterior 
mesoderm as a source for a transformation signal (Fainsod et al., 1994). In recent years a 
number of experiments have pointed to the non-organiser mesoderm as the tissue where A-
P information is generated. In these experiments, embryos without a organiser but with 
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neural tissue were examined. These embryos all still show the emergence of an A-P pattern, 
fitting the idea that A-P information is generated in the non-organiser mesoderm. (Ang and 
Rossant, 1994; Ober and Schulte-Merker, 1999; Wacker et al., 2004a).  
 
Fig. 2 The time-space translator model 
The top row shows schematic embryos in sagittal sections. The bottom row shows a dorsal view of 
the same embryos. NOM: non-organiser mesoderm, NE: neurectoderm, O: Spemann organiser, A: 
anterior, P: posterior, D: dorsal, V: ventral, L: left, R: right. White arrows indicate cell movements. 
The drawings in Fig. 2 illustrate this model. The differently coloured bars represent different A-P 
identities and the solid black bar, the Spemann organiser. The solid black line surrounds the 
(coloured) dynamic zone where new identities are being formed, and the stippled black line indicates 
the region within which A-P identities have become static. It possibly reflects the range of a 
stabilizing signal from the Spemann organiser  
 
The expression of new Hox genes always starts in the 
same region which has been called the “Hox induction 
field” (Deschamps et al., 1999) or “opening zone” 
(Gaunt, 2000). Wacker et al. have shown that in 
Xenopus this region lies in the overlap between the 
gastrula stage domains of brachury expression and 
BMP4 signalling (Wacker et al., 2004b).  
 
 
Fig. 3 Expression pattens of Xsnail and Xbra. 
A dorsolateral view of mesoderm analysed for expression of 
Xbra (turquoise) and Xsnail (magenta). The domain of 






It is evident that Hox genes lie at the heart of axial patterning (McGinnis and Krumlauf, 
1992). Their temporally colinear expression in the non-organiser mesoderm coincides with 
the generation of A-P identities in this tissue. How temporal colinearity in the Hox clusters 
is achieved is to not yet clear. Global control regions outside the Hox clusters might play a 
role in this (Kmita et al., 2002). Gradual opening of the chromatin in the Hox clusters has 
also been proposed as part of the mechanism to achieve temporal colineairity (Kmita and 
Duboule, 2003). At any rate, all who have speculated about the nature of Hox colinearity 
have assumed that this is regulated at the level of transcription. More recently, it became 
clear that the  transcription of the Hox clusters is more complex than the simple expression 
of the individual Hox genes. Mainguy et al. have shown that the mouse and human Hox 
clusters generate many polycistronic transcripts and that large parts of them are transcribed 
both in the sense and the antisense directions (Mainguy et al., 2007). Differential splicing 
of large transcripts and sense-antisense pairing of mRNAs can also be ways by which the 
abundance of Hox gene transcripts are regulated, and temporal colinearity can be achieved. 
MicroRNAs are also known to regulate the expression other genes posttranscriptionally 
(see for review (Schier and Giraldez, 2006)). Genes encoding small non-coding RNA’s of 
the Mir family have been found in the Hox clusters and have been shown to regulate the 
expression of Hox genes (Woltering and Durston, 2008; Yekta et al., 2004). 
The research described in chapter 3 showed that neural induction is the only function of the 
Spemann organiser needed for A-P patterning, even though its other functions do greatly 
affect the shape and geometry of the embryo. In Xenopus laevis, the functions of the 
organiser have been divided into three categories (Harland and Gerhart, 1997). First, self-
differentiation of the organiser generates a variety of mesodermal and endodermal tissues, 
including head mesoderm, notochord, and pharyngeal endoderm. Second, the organiser 
performs morphogenetic movements and, in addition, induces them in adjacent cells (e.g. 
convergence and extension in the presumptive notochord and in the somitic mesoderm). 
The organiser also has a influence on timing of mesodermal and endodermal 
internalization. Bottle cell formation, involution and vegetal rotation start up to two hours 
earlier on the organiser side than on the ventral side of the gastrula (Ibrahim and 
Winklbauer, 2001; Shih and Keller, 1994; Winklbauer and Schürfeld, 1999). Third, the 
organiser secretes signals which affect all three germ layers of the developing embryo. 
Most of these signals have been found to antagonize ventralizing signals like BMPs, Wnts, 
and Nodals (for review (De Robertis and Kuroda, 2004; Niehrs, 1999)). The inhibition of 
BMP signaling in the ectoderm in combination with FGF signaling leads to formation of a 
neural plate (Delaune et al., 2004; Linker and Stern, 2004). 
The cell movements during gastrulation are an essential part of the time-space translation 
model. Due to these cell movements, cells are involuted at the blastopore lip. Convergence 
and extension movements direct cells from the ventral side to the dorsal side and elongate 
the embryo to make shape changes needed for it to become a tadpole.  
With these movements, cells can leave the “Hox induction field” and thereby change their 
properties so that they do not switch on the expression of new Hox genes, and keep the Hox 
code they have at the moment that they left this field. The expression of this Hox code in 
involuted cells is not stable, because embryos with only mesodermal Hox expression show 
the loss of their anterior boundaries of Hox expression, and will express all Hox genes in 
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the involuted mesoderm (unpublished observations). This change in behaviour with respect 
to Hox expression occurs in the blastopore lip and is associated with an epithelial to 
mesenchymal transition (EMT). After their EMT, the involuted cells show separation 
behaviour that separates them from the blastocoel wall/roof, which allows the formation of 
Brachet’s cleft and the migration of involuted cells across the blastocoel roof (Wacker et 
al., 2000). Involuted cells switch on the expression of new genes. One example is Snail, 
which is expressed in involuted cells but not in non-involuted cells. Its domain of 
expression overlaps partly with that of Xbra (Fig 3).  
It has been shown in Ciona intestinalis and Xenopus that Snail is a inhibitor of brachyury 
expression (Fujiwara et al., 1998; Ibrahim, 2002). The repression of Xbra by Snail 
combined with the involution movements could be used by cells as a mechanism to fix their 
Hox code since expression of new Hox genes requires the presence of Xbra (Wacker et al., 
2004b). Another possibility is that the involution movements carry cells away from the 
source of BMP signalling, which is located in the ventral and lateral blastopore lip (Wacker 
et al., 2004b). In both of these ways, cells are leaving the “Hox induction field”.  
Hox genes themselves also have influence on the time that the EMT takes place. Iimura and 
Pourquie showed that the time of ingression can be controled by overexpressing different 
Hox genes in the chick gastrula’s paraxial mesoderm (Iimura and Pourquie, 2006). How all 
these mechanisms interact to make a spatial pattern out of a time sequence remains to be 
investigated. 
When mesodermal cells are involuted and come to lie underneath the neural plate, 
expression of the same Hox genes as are expressed in this mesoderm starts in the 
neurectoderm. It has been debated whether planar signals within the neurectoderm or 
vertical signals between mesoderm and neurectoderm are responsible for this expression 
(Nieuwkoop, 1952; Ruiz I Altaba, 1992). Gradients of secreted molecules (FGFs, Wnts, 
retinoic acid) have been postulated to act in a planar way along the AP axis to define more 
posterior values (Cox and Hemmati-Brivanlou, 1995; Durston et al., 1989; Kiecker and 
Niehrs, 2001; Lamb and Harland, 1995). 
 There is clear evidence that mesoderm and neurectoderm signal to each other (Nieuwkoop 
and Weijer, 1978). In the experiments described in this paper the differentiation of 
transplanted gastrula mesoderm was affected by the overlying neurula ectoderm.  
A candidate molecule for signalling from the mesoderm to the ectoderm is an active 
retinoid. Retinoic acid is synthesised in the mesoderm by RALDH2 (Niederreither et al., 
1997). Its receptors are mainly found in the neurectoderm (Pfeffer and De Robertis, 1994). 
In chapter 4 we describe the loss of function of retinoid signalling by a receptor antagonist, 
and by targeted injection of Cyp26 and CRABP mRNA in the mesoderm. Both treatments 
fail to disrupt Hox expression in the mesoderm but these treatments dowregulate the early 
Hox expression in the neurectoderm. These experiments suggest that active retinoids can 
play a role as messengers that signal from mesoderm to ectoderm. Hox paralogue groups 1- 
5 respond differentially to retinoids (Dupe and Lumsden, 2001; Godsave et al., 1998). This 
differential response of pg 1-5 could be used to create different zones of Hox expression in 
the neurectoderm. 
While Hox paralogue groups 1-5 can respond to active retinoids, Hox paralogue groups 6-
13 are not retinoid sensitive. These genes could be regulated in the neurectoderm by Cdx 
genes, which are direct targets of FGF signalling (Isaacs et al., 1998). FGF4 is expressed 
during gastrulation in the mesoderm, and might play a role as a signalling molecule (Isaacs 
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et al., 1995). It remains to be investigated if the Cdx family of genes can differentially 
regulate Hox genes. In Xenopus these genes have largely overlapping expression domains 
and they do not show a graded expression along the A-P axis during gastrulation (Pillemer 
et al., 1998; Reece-Hoyes et al., 2002). FGF signalling itself also plays another role in 
signalling to the ectoderm. It is now clear that next to inhibition of BMP signalling by the 
Spemann organiser, a low dose of FGF signalling is also needed to induce a neural plate 
(Delaune et al., 2004; Linker and Stern, 2004). 
Another class of candidates for the molecules mediating signalling between mesoderm and 
neurectoderm are the Hox proteins themselves. There is clear evidence that homeodomain 
proteins have the ability to travel from cell to cell and that these proteins are used as 
signalling molecules (Brunet et al., 2005; Derossi et al., 1994). Hooiveld et al. have shown 
that ectodermally overexpressed Hoxb-4 can induce Hoxb-4 and Hoxb-5 expression outside 
of the injected domain (Hooiveld et al., 1999). If Hox proteins could travel from the 
mesoderm to the ectoderm they could transfer the mesodermal Hox expression pattern to 
the neurectoderm by vertical signalling. This would be a simple, robust mechanism to 
pattern the neurectoderm, using the pattern already established in the mesoderm. With this 
type of signalling, coordinated expression of Hox genes between mesoderm and 
neurectoderm is guaranteed, and there is no need for a separate neurectodermal patterning 
mechanism. It is still to be determined whether Hox protein transfer is used to pattern the 
neurectoderm. 
Apart from their possible role as signalling molecules, Hox genes  evidently provide A-P 
identity to the tissues where they are expressed. Altered Hox expression by various 
methods in different animal model sytems clearly show a role in tissue specification (for 
review see (McGinnis and Krumlauf, 1992)). How tissue specification is achieved is only 
recently, with the advances in “genomics”, becoming more clear. Recently microarray data 
has become available that sheds light on targets that are regulated by Hox genes (Hersh et 
al., 2007; Hueber et al., 2007; Rohrschneider et al., 2007; Schwab et al., 2006), Van den 
Akker in press, and this thesis, chapter 5). 
In chapter 5 we compared the fly and the frog to identify conserved targets of Antp and/or 
Hoxc-6 at different developmental stages. The experimental approach chosen makes 
comparison of targets in very different model systems possible and should allow us to 
identify targets that are conserved in evolution (as is the A-P patterning role of Hox genes). 
Our results showed that there are indeed conserved targets of Hox genes. Some of the 
groups of targets identified can be linked to the visible phenotype of these embryos. The 
repression of transcription factors that are expressed in the head, and the genes that are 
involved with cell movements are examples of this. The influence of Antp/Hoxc-6 on cell 
cycle progression is also a conserved function of these genes. The validity of this appraoch 
is confirmed by the identification of Prickle as a Hox target in the zebrafish (Rohrschneider 
et al., 2007). Allthough the conserved targets are indicating important Hox functions, the 
not conserved Hox targets are also important to study since these point towards Hox 
functions that are more species specific. In Xenopus the notch signaling pathway is clearly 
affected by Hoxc-6 overexpression. We found several genes involved in this pathway up or 
downregulated. This finding is supported by recent findings where a connection was found 
between Hox genes, Delta-Notch signalling, and segmentation (Peres et al., 2006), Bardine 
in press).  
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When several stages are compared, more targets are found in the older stages (Hueber et al., 
2007), chapter 5 this thesis). This might reflect the expression of secondary targets that are 
affected by the changed expression of primary targets. However, if the targets from 
different stages are compared, only a subset of targets is commonly regulated in different 
stages (Hueber et al., 2007), chapter 5 this thesis). This suggests that the transcriptional 
response to Hox genes is to some extent stage dependent.  
The Hox response elements, through which Hox genes excert their function, do not show a 
high Hox specificity in vitro (Ekker et al., 1994). However, precise in vivo regulation of 
targets is observed, both in time and space (Hueber et al., 2007), chapter 5 this thesis). This 
suggests that the transcriptional response to Hox proteins depends on the presence of other 
factors. This is supprted by the expression data of Hoxc-6 targets after overexpression of 
Hoxc-6. The upregulation of several of these targets occurs within a limited domain even 
though Hoxc-6 was expressed ubiquitously (Fig. 1 chapter 5). 
In this view Hox genes might not be seen as master genes that regulate identity along the 
A-P axis but as cofactors that act depending on other regulatory factors that are present in 
specific cells. This also allows for much more regulatory fine tuning, and adaptivity. 
Unraveling these highly complex regulatory networks of which Hox genes are only a part is 
the next challenge in understanding how specific structures in the embryo are made.  
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Het onderzoek beschreven in dit proefschrift heeft zich vooral gericht op het opstellen en 
verfijnen van een model dat de axiale patroonvorming in de kikker Xenopus laevis tijdens 
gastrulatie beschrijft. 
In de inleiding in hoofdstuk 1 wordt kort beschreven wat er bekend is van de processen die 
belangrijk zijn voor het, in dit proefschrift, beschreven onderzoek.  
In hoofdstuk 2 staat beschreven dat de axiale patrooninformatie in het mesoderm onstaat 
en  vervolgens ook in het neurale weefsel tot uiting komt. Ook staat beschreven hoe deze 
informatie, onder invloed van de Spemann organiser en de celbewegingen, wordt omgezet 
van een tijdsreeks in een ruimtelijke reeks. Het model dat dit beschrijft wordt verder 
verfijnd in hoofdstuk 3 waarin de rol die de Spemann organiser in dit model speelt verder 
wordt toegelicht. Van de diverse functies die de Spemann organiser heeft is er maar één 
essentieel voor axiale patroonvorming en dat is het vormen van de neurale plaat. Embryos 
zonder Spemann organiser kunnen geen axiaal patroon vormen. Als ze een neurale plaat 
krijgen kunnen ze wel weer een axiaal patroon vormen. 
In hoofdstuk 4 wordt beschreven dat retinoiden die een rol spelen in axiale 
patroonvorming en gevormd worden in het mesoderm een effect hebben op de 
patroonvorming in het neurale weefsel. Als het functioneren van deze retinoiden wordt 
geremd door een antagonist van de retinoidereceptoren, wordt dat deel van de as waar 
retinoiden normaal functioneren niet gevormd. Een belangrijke conclusie uit dit hoodstuk is 
dat deze retinoiden kandidaten zijn die zorgen voor de overdracht van patrooninformatie 
van het mesoderm naar het neurectoderm, en zo kunnen zorgen voor coordinatie van axiale 
informatie in het mesoderm en neurectoderm. 
De Hox genen die als markers voor de axiale informatie gebruikt zijn in de voorgaande 
hoofdstukken spelen een essentiele rol in het tot uiting brengen van die axiale informatie. 
Hoe zij dit doen is nog niet goed bestudeerd. In hoofdstuk 5 wordt een studie beschreven 
waarin onderzocht wordt welke genen door Hoxc6 of door Antennapedia gereguleerd 
worden. Door dit in de kikker  Xenopus laevis en de fruitvlieg Drosophila melanogaster te 
doen en de resultaten te vergelijken kon worden ontdekt welke processen van fundamenteel 
belang zijn voor de functie van Hoxc6/Antp doordat de targetgenen in beide soorten 
dezelfde zullen zijn. Hieruit kon worden geconcludeerd dat celdeling, celmigratie, en het 
onderdrukken van axiale informatie voor kopvorming, processen zijn die belangrijk zijn 
voor de functie van Hoxc6/Antp. 
In hoofdstuk 6 worden de belangrijkste conclusies van het onderzoek samengevat en in 




The research described in this thesis mainly focussed on making and refining a model that 
describes axial patterning during gastrulation in the frog Xenopus laevis. 
The introduction in chapter 1 describes in brief what is known about processes that are 
important for the research described in this thesis. 
Chapter 2 describes that axial information arises in the mesoderm and subsequently in the 
neurectoderm. Also is shown that this information, under influence of the Spemann 
organiser and cellular movements, is translated from a time sequence into a space sequence. 
The model describing this is refined in chapter 3 where the function, important for axial 
patterning,  of the Spemann organiser is clarified. This function is neural induction. 
Embryos without a neural plate do not develop a axial pattern. When a neural plate is 
induced in these embryos, these embryos can form a axial pattern. 
In chapter 4 is described that retinoids, important for axial patterning and formed in the 
mesoderm, have a patterning effect on neurectoderm. If the function of these retinoids is 
inhibited by blocking the retinoid recptors with an antagonist, the part of the axis that is 
normally patterned by retinoids is not formed. An important conclusion in this chapter is 
that retinoids are candidates for transfer of axial information from mesoderm to 
neurectoderm and can, in this way, coordinate the expression of axial information between 
mesoderm and neurectoderm. 
The hox genes that are used as axial markers in the previous chapters also play an essential 
role in the formation of the axis. How they do this is less well studied. In chapter 5 a study 
is described where the transcriptional targets of Hoxc6 or Antennapedia are investigated. 
By doing this in the frog Xenopus laevis and the fruitfly Drosophila melanogaster and 
compare the results, conclusions can be drawn about the processes that are important for the 
function of Hoxc6/Antp, because the target genes will be the same. From this study could 
be concluded that celldivision, cellmigration, and suppresion of head formation are 
processes that are important for the function of Hoxc6/Antp. 
In chapter 6 the most important conclusions from the described research are summarised 
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Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift: 
 
‘Anterior-posterior axis formation in Xenopus laevis’ 
 
1. Initial expression of retinoid sensitive Hox genes is not depending 
on retinoids. (this thesis) 
2. Nieuwkoop’s activation step induces anterior identities including 
the midbrain-hindbrain boundary. (this thesis) 
3. AP patterning information is generated in the non-organiser 
mesoderm. (this thesis) 
4. Hox genes in Xenopus laevis are expressed in a temporal colineair 
way. (this thesis) 
5. Coordinated expression of ncRNA’s and Hox genes can be 
explained by splicing of large ‘operon-like’ transcripts. Sasaki et 
al., BBRC 2007; Mainguy et al., PloS ONE 2007 
6. Hox protein transfer provides an ideal signalling mechanism to 
coordinate expression of AP identities in two tissue layers. 
Hooiveld et al., Int. J.Dev. Biol. 1999; Prochiantz and Joliot, Nat. 
Rev. Mol. Cell. Biol. 2003 
7. Embryos are able to pattern their AP axis without an organiser 
being present. Ober and Schulte-merker, Dev. Biol. 1999; Ang 
and Rossant, Cell 1994 
8. Snail is a repressor and can repress brachyury. Fujiwara et al., 
Development 1998; Aybar et al., Development 2003; Ibrahim 
dissertation 2002 
9. Het bekijken van een object vanuit een andere hoek kan heel 
verhelderend werken. Koide et al., Int. J. Dev. Biol. 2002 
10. De hoeveelheid data geproduceerd door ‘next generation’ 
sequencers neemt sneller toe dan de rekencapaciteit can de 
computers die die data moeten verwerken. 
11. De media spelen een grote, door henzelf genegeerde, rol in het 
induceren van de huidige kredietcrisis. 
12. Onze nauwe verwantschap met de chimpansee komt het meest tot 
uitdrukking in ons gedrag. 
 
 
 

